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Fig. 1. Virtual hand and virtual ray pointer are the most common interaction modes in Immersive Analytics. With them, users perform
data manipulations either with respect to their hands’ positions or to remotely indicated points. In our study apparatus, all actions are
supported by both modes, which correspond to different mappings for the hand controllers. Virtual Smartwatches replace controller
buttons to offer additional functionality in the virtual hand approach. We investigate how each mode individually and a seamless
combination of both affect user performance and preferences. Arrows added for illustration and hands and rays highlighted for clarity.

Abstract—In this work, we evaluate two standard interaction techniques for Immersive Analytics environments: virtual hands, with
actions such as grabbing and stretching, and virtual ray pointers, with actions assigned to controller buttons. We also consider a third
option: seamlessly integrating both modes and allowing the user to alternate between them without explicit mode switches. Easy-to-use
interaction with data visualizations in Virtual Reality enables analysts to intuitively query or filter the data, in addition to the benefit of
multiple perspectives and stereoscopic 3D display. While many VR-based Immersive Analytics systems employ one of the studied
interaction modes, the effect of this choice is unknown. Considering that each has different advantages, we compared the three
conditions through a controlled user study in the spatio-temporal data domain. We did not find significant differences between hands
and ray-casting in task performance, workload, or interactivity patterns. Yet, 60% of the participants preferred the mixed mode and
benefited from it by choosing the best alternative for each low-level task. This mode significantly reduced completion times by 23% for
the most demanding task, at the cost of a 5% decrease in overall success rates.

Index Terms—Immersive analytics, interaction methods, virtual hand, virtual ray pointer, space-time cube.

1 INTRODUCTION

Immersive Analytics (IA) investigates innovative Virtual Reality (VR)
interfaces for data analysis tasks [32]. Previous work has shown that at
least for some types of data, including spatio-temporal data, analysts
are able to obtain a more accurate understanding through 3D representa-
tions in immersive environments [48,51] and can gain new perspectives
from navigating inside or around them. However, efficient interaction is
essential to make it easy to explore the data, e.g., to analyze data points
in detail or to minimize the need for navigation. Recently proposed IA
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systems often employ either a local mode of interaction through the
virtual hand metaphor [14, 22, 49] or remote interaction through virtual
ray pointing and controller buttons [17, 35, 50, 52] (see Sect. 2). In this
work, we investigate whether these two modes affect user performance
and subjective measures during IA sessions. Additionally, we investi-
gate a seamless combination of both metaphors, which allows the user
to select the best mode for each action or task.

Virtual hand actions afford an intuitive 3D user interface through
a direct one-to-one mapping to real-world actions [11]. They can be
used to, for example, move data representations with grabbing actions,
obtain different points of view through hand rotations, or change the
data scale with stretching actions. Further, selection and inspection can
be mapped to finger taps. Such local interaction can also be used to
manipulate data axes as primitives to generate new representations [13].
However, virtual hand actions incur additional effort when the user
needs to interact with elements beyond arm’s reach, as navigation is
then necessary. They can also be less accurate for the selection of
specific points, particularly in cluttered scenarios [48], where it often
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becomes necessary to scale the data up and down repeatedly.
On the other hand, virtual ray pointers based on ray-casting en-

able easy remote selection of targets and afford accurate selection at
shorter distances. Normally, controller buttons are then used to activate
different actions, including accessing points of interest with raycast-
with-reeling [7]. Such pointers can also be used to quickly select
multiple targets using a brushing mechanism [23].

Building on previous work that demonstrated the benefits of IA
for this domain [51], we implemented a Space-Time Cube visualiza-
tion [29] use case (Sect. 3) to carry out our investigation. Inspired by
the interaction design of recent studies and commercial VR applica-
tions, we implemented virtual hand and virtual ray pointer modes, with
both supporting the same functionality. A virtual hand can be used to
touch data points or buttons on a Virtual Smartwatch, or to grab and
manipulate the dataset (by pressing triggers on the non-visible hand
controller). In the pointing mode, virtual controller models are dis-
played, and virtual rays start from the tips of the index fingers. Pressing
triggers then allows the user to remotely hold and drag surfaces and
data trajectories, while the controller buttons and joysticks are mapped
to selection and manipulation actions.

Finally, we also added another mode that enables users to seamlessly
switch between both forms of interaction, in a mixed interaction mode.
This mode selects actions based on the user interaction with the hand
controllers, an approach that some recent VR systems adopted but
which has not yet been explored in IA applications (see Sect. 2.3).

In a controlled user study, we invited 15 participants to perform
data analysis tasks using all three interaction modes in a room-scale
environment (Sect. 4). Here, we analyze the results in terms of perfor-
mance, workload, and interactivity metrics (Sect. 5) and discuss how
the outcomes inform other work (Sect. 6). We also explore how the
different modes were used in combination in the mixed mode and how
user performance and feedback correlate with characteristics such as
prior VR experience and gaming habits.

The main contributions of this paper are:
• A controlled user study investigating the effect of different in-

teraction metaphors in Immersive Analytics, comparing virtual
hand, virtual ray pointer, and mixed modes.

• A discussion on how different forms of interaction (or combina-
tions thereof) support data analysis tasks.

• Design recommendations for future IA systems.

2 RELATED WORK

This section presents an overview of prior research on forms of interac-
tion for immersive virtual environments (IVEs) and IA applications.

2.1 Interaction in IVEs
Interaction methods and metaphors have been an important research
topic for the design of IVEs. Among others, Poupyrev et al. [42],
Mine [33], and Bowman [6] discussed the importance of efficient and
enjoyable interfaces for the acceptance of IVEs.

Mine [33] categorized fundamental forms of interaction and de-
scribed local and at-a-distance as the two primary selection techniques.
He also discussed the advantages of alternative manipulation forms.
While hand actions, more related to the manipulation of objects in
the real world, were described as more intuitive to change position,
orientation, and rotation, physical or virtual controls allow more precise
positioning and rotation. In our work, we investigate the effect of this
difference for IA environments.

A study by Poupyrev et al. [42] compared two techniques for remote
selection and manipulation of objects in IVEs: a virtual ray pointer
and a virtual hand technique with a non-linear mapping of the real
hand position (called Go-Go) [41]. While Go-Go was better for remote
selection of small points, both were comparable for local selection and
object repositioning at constant distances. Since altering the length of
the ray, i.e., raycast-with-reeling [7], was not enabled, the pointer was
less effective for manipulating the distance to an object.

Bowman [6] presented a series of interaction guidelines, including
the option of redundant techniques for a single task since individual
differences played a large role in user performance in his studies. He

also recommended the use of ray-casting when the speed of remote
selection was important, as well as allowing direct manipulations with
a virtual hand. In this spirit, Bowman and Hodges [7] designed the
HOMER (Hand-centered Object Manipulation Extending Ray-Casting)
hybrid technique, which combined the best features of six others. In
their approach, after grabbing an object with the virtual ray pointer,
a virtual hand moves to the object position to allow hand-centered
manipulation. While we do not assess this specific technique (see
Sect. 2.3), our mixed mode follows a similar rationale.

2.2 Interaction in Immersive Analytics
Current IA systems use a wide variety of input methods, as identified
by a recent survey [18]. Büschel et al. [9] also reviewed interaction
methods for IA applications, focusing on natural user interfaces. They
championed direct manipulation of information displays as a way of
increasing the sense of immersion and reducing Norman’s Gulf of
Execution [36], noting that interactions at-a-distance are limited by
tracking accuracy and hand stability. They also pointed out that no
single input method is suitable for all tasks and that integrating different
techniques is a key challenge, which our work investigates.

One common interaction metaphor in IA is the use of virtual ray
pointers, typically originating from virtual controller models. The flexi-
bility of this approach, which resembles a 3D version of the familiar
mouse cursor metaphor, allows quick selection and inspection of points
at arbitrary distances, as well as operation of menus. Holding a trigger
or button is often mapped to dragging data objects or surfaces. Exam-
ples of IA applications supporting ray-pointing include systems for the
visualization of geo-located data points [35], maps and globes [26, 52],
and 3D scatterplots [17, 50]. In FiberClay [23], the pointer was ex-
tended to enable the composition of more complex visual queries for
large volumes of 3D movement trajectories, allowing brushing with
either a single ray or two rays simultaneously—to identify trajectories
that start in one specific place and end in another specific one.

The other option, i.e., the virtual hand metaphor, is also frequently
implemented for local interaction in IA applications, either with con-
trollers or with hands-free methods. An early example by Osawa et
al. [37] for CAVE-like systems allowed users to touch and select nodes
of a graph, pinch and move nodes, and grab the complete graph. In this
context, some work has investigated efficient gesture interfaces for IA.
Huang et al. [22] used actions such as grabbing and pinching to move,
rotate, highlight, and group elements in immersive graphs. Some of
their actions were specifically designed to be easier to recognize by
the hands-free tracking system (Leap Motion) but were less intuitive
to users. Still, gestures were overall more efficient than mouse input
for the manipulation of complex graphs. Austin et al. [2] recently con-
ducted an elicitation study to identify intuitive gestures for interaction
with maps in Augmented Reality, interviewing both experts and regular
users. Their participants created mostly single-handed gestures for
panning and selections and two-handed ones for zooming and height
change. We used some of their results in our virtual hands mode.

In the VirtualDesk metaphor [49], virtual hands were used to intu-
itively manipulate 3D data representations displayed above a tangible
work desk, employing gestures such as grabbing and finger tapping.
Even though hand controllers were used to improve tracking accuracy,
system features were not assigned to specific buttons so that users did
not have to remember button mappings, a decision we replicate in our
virtual hands mode. Compared to a desktop system, this approach
resulted in higher usability and lower mental workload scores. Yet,
the selection of points was slower and less accurate, particularly in
cluttered areas. This suggests a need for integrating more than one
interaction metaphor in the same application.

Examples of local interaction without virtual hands include ImAxes
[13], which explored embodied bi-manual interactions as a way of
manipulating data dimensions (represented by 3D axis elements) and
composing multiple visualizations by bringing these axes together in
different ways. Virtual controller models were used to facilitate the
learning of button and trigger actions, and sphere cursors attached to
the controllers for selections. Cordeil et al. [14] used small wands to
highlight nodes in graphs, both physically in a CAVE environment and
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virtually in a head-mounted display (HMD)-based one.
Finally, there are also examples of IA work that use other, less

common interaction approaches, which are outside the scope of our in-
vestigation. For instance, Drouhard et al. [15] used a gamepad and gaze
interaction to point at objects in a system to visualize 3D structures in
materials science. Kwon et al. [30] proposed a system for visualization
of spherically laid-out graphs with both gaze and mouse input.

2.3 Mixed Interaction Modes
Previous work has established that different input modalities can be
more appropriate for different low-level tasks in the analysis workflow,
but also that mixing modalities in a way that combines their strengths
while avoiding their weaknesses is an open challenge [3, 9]. Building
on virtual hand and virtual ray pointer interactions, we decided to also
evaluate their combination, enabling both local and remote interactions.
A similar intent led to the design of classical techniques such as Go-Go
[41] and HOMER [7] in the past. However, as recognized by Bowman
and Hodges [7], such arm-extension techniques improve remote object
manipulation but are more demanding for remote object selection. In
our IA use case, the user manipulates only the data representation as a
whole, and thus hand-centered manipulations typically do not require
non-linear mappings. Therefore, we opted to combine standard hand
and pointer interactions, integrating support for raycast-with-reeling [7]
to increase the comparability between the different modes.

A core component of our implementation is that we enable a seam-
less transition between both modes, without an explicit mode switch.
Some recent commercial VR applications already use similar ap-
proaches, and some of their design choices informed the design of
our implementation. Specifically, we build on the mappings used by
Oculus Home and SteamVR Home. We note, however, that the interac-
tion requirements for IA are typically more complex than many other
VR applications. IA applications often use many views/graphs and/or
show many data points, resulting in cluttered environments where one
needs the ability to accurately select and inspect individual data points,
while still being able to manipulate the representation as a whole.

Additionally, we applied Mine et al.’s [34] physical mnemonics
concept of storing system controls relative to the user’s body in our
virtual hand interactions, through the metaphor of a Virtual Smartwatch.
Mine et al. [34] reported that handheld widgets, a kind of physical
mnemonic, are easier to interact with than object-bound widgets.

3 INTERACTION MODES

In this section, we present the prototype system we implemented as
apparatus for our investigation, as well as its three interaction modes:
Virtual Hands (Hand), Virtual Ray Pointers (Pointer), and Mixed.

Before implementing this system, we first selected a specific visu-
alization use case that represents IA applications well. We decided to
adopt the 3D Space-Time Cube (STC) for movement trajectories. In
the STC, the horizontal plane depicts movement across a map, while
the vertical axis depicts the same movement over time. This approach,
used in recent IA work [21, 46, 51], requires a good integration of all
three spatial dimensions for every task, which is well-supported by
immersive systems. Our visualization design choices followed recom-
mendations from relevant work [1, 2, 24, 51]. For example, we kept the
map plane fixed at the bottom of the STC at a constant viewing angle,
with trajectories being movable. We rendered trajectories as 3D tube
meshes and colored them by individual ID. They started at the top of
the representation and progressed towards the bottom. By default, the
trajectory diameter was 1cm but dynamically adjusted according to the
map scale. We obtained maps from the Mapbox Unity SDK.

We built our apparatus in the Unity3D engine and displayed
the IVE in an Oculus Rift CV1 HMD. A room-scale setup using
three Oculus sensors allowed us to accurately track movements in
a 2.5m × 2.5m × 2m area in which participants stood, enabling real-
walking egocentric exploration of the STC, with the base map coupled
to the ground. We deemed this setup an adequate compromise between
large-scale and smaller, desk-scale environments since it provides op-
portunities for the use of both local and at-a-distance interactions.
Moreover, real-walking exploration of room-scale environments is a

common approach in recent IA applications [13, 31, 45]. We employed
adequate computing hardware to ensure a frame rate above 80 FPS
and dynamically reduced the field-of-view while the user moved the
data [16, 26], to minimize potential discomfort.

As controllers are tracked more precisely than current hands-free
alternatives, and to avoid introducing a confounding variable, users
interacted with all system modes through two Oculus Touch hand
controllers. They were held as seen in Fig. 1, and each used the
following mapping: a frontal trigger, to be pressed with the user’s index
finger, an inner trigger, to be pressed with the middle finger, and, a
thumbstick and three physical buttons on the top, to be operated with
the thumb. The thumbstick and buttons are equipped with sensors that
inform the system when they are pressed or just touched.

3.1 Virtual Hand Interaction (Hand)
Due to its widespread use in interaction studies and recent IA work, we
chose to use virtual hand actions as one of our modes. Despite a recent
trend of using only virtual controller models with 3D cursors [12, 13],
we believe that using virtual hands is a more promising direction. Hand
metaphors are prevalent in Mixed and Augmented Reality systems,
which are becoming more common, and we believe that IA should
share interaction idioms with this trend. At the same time, hands-free
tracking technologies are quickly becoming more accurate [19], which
will eventually enable unconstrained intuitive gestural interaction.

For efficient virtual-hand-style interaction, we follow the design
choices employed by VirtualDesk [48], as this work demonstrated
high usability and low workload in two controlled studies. All actions
employed to move, rotate, and scale the data also figured among the
most common gestures spontaneously reported by users in a recent
elicitation study [2]. We display only the virtual hands in the IVE and
map no actions to the controller and its buttons except for performing
the hand actions (see Fig. 1). This way, the controllers can be (mostly)
ignored by the users, resulting in a device-agnostic approach.

The main afforded actions are: grabbing the dataset with one hand
and moving it across time or space, grabbing and scaling it with two
hands by changing the distance between them in the horizontal or ver-
tical direction, and grabbing and rotating it around the time (z) axis
with two hands by rotating them in the horizontal plane. The grab-
bing action is intuitively performed by pressing both frontal and inner
triggers simultaneously, forming a fist. While possible, we disabled
rotations around the other axes since we preferred to keep the base map
attached to the floor. We introduced additional constraints to optimize
the recognition of actions and avoid unintended results that might either
slow down the system or disturb the user’s workflow. In particular, the
system requires a horizontal distance of at least 20cm between hands to
perform rotations, a vertical distance less than 5cm to perform spatial
scaling, and a vertical distance larger than 5cm to perform temporal
scaling. We defined these parameters empirically based on observations
of typical unintended actions, e.g., rotating the data when planning to
scale or scaling along the wrong axis.

Two additional actions are performed with the user’s extended index
finger, i.e., when the frontal trigger is not being pressed. Tapping
any point along a trajectory inspects it, displaying a timestamp label.
A quick double-tap with the virtual finger, emulating a double-click,
selects that trajectory, filtering out all others. Although the double-tap
action is not intrinsically direct, prior work on gestures has reported
that it became intuitive to users due to the influence of existing UIs [40].
The two taps need to happen within 100 to 400 ms to be interpreted as
a double-tap. For robustness, we disabled this action when the same
hand was being used to move the data and when the pointing finger was
outside of the view frustum. Red markers on the map and red lines on
the wall grid continuously show the projections of the finger positions.

To support easily-accessible additional controls without resorting to
using controller buttons or obstructing the view of the data, we adopted
the concept of Virtual Smartwatches. This is a physical mnemonic
variant [34] that should be familiar to many users due to the popularity
of such devices in the real world. Our design displays semi-transparent
cylinders at the user’s wrists (based on the hands’ positions), coupled
with a square blue panel on the upper side (see Fig. 3 – left). We opted
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Fig. 2. Mixed interaction allows the use of different metaphors for different low-level tasks. In this mode, a permanent ray pointer originates from the
index finger to allow easy transition between modes. All actions from Fig. 1 can be executed at any time. Controller models only become visible upon
touching their buttons or performing the hold action. In the left image, the user is grabbing the data with the right hand and inspecting it with the left
pointer. Meanwhile, in the center, they hold the data with the right pointer and inspect it with the left finger. On the right, the user is inspecting a
closer data point with the finger while comparing it to a more distant one with the pointer. Hands and pointers highlighted for clarity.

Fig. 3. In Hand (left), we designed Virtual Smartwatches to support
system controls such as activating the annotation feature. We attach a
3D cursor to the fingertip to visually indicate when this feature is enabled.
In Pointer (right), we mapped controls to labeled controller buttons.

to provide identical watches for both arms, so that users could use the
one they preferred. Through these watches, the user can easily access
controls that would otherwise need to be assigned to controller buttons.
In our case, this included starting and finishing a task (Start/Submit)
and activating the annotation feature (Mark)—which attaches a 3D
“ink” cursor to the index finger. We believe the smartwatches are a more
efficient solution than controller buttons. Besides being controller-
agnostic, they do not require users to memorize button assignments,
allow the display of free virtual hands, motivate gesture interaction,
and are easily scalable to a larger number of features.

3.2 Virtual Ray Pointer Interaction (Pointer )
For the virtual (ray) pointer interactions, we show virtual models of
the hand controllers and virtual rays start at the tip of each index
finger. The interaction design and the mapping of system actions were
influenced by the popular Oculus Home and Google Earth VR [25, 26]
applications and adapted to the specific requirements of our use case.
All the same actions as in the virtual hand interaction scheme (Sect. 3.1)
are supported but were modified to always work with reference to a
remotely indicated point (see Fig. 1).

In Pointer, the index finger typically stays pointed. By pressing the
inner trigger while pointing at the map or walls, the user can hold and
drag the spatial or temporal dimensions. To ensure maximum compara-
bility with Hand, users can also hold any given point in a trajectory and
drag it in all three dimensions simultaneously, as well as bring it closer
or further away with a controller thumbstick, through raycast-with-
reeling [7]. While pointing at the map or the walls, the thumbstick’s
vertical axis can be used for spatial and temporal scaling around the
indicated point, while the horizontal axis can be used to rotate the map
around it. We again disabled rotations around arbitrary axes, but this

could be easily implemented by using the plane perpendicular to the
ray orientation as a reference.

Users can inspect the trajectories by pointing the ray at arbitrary
points, emulating a mouse-over. Red marks on the map and red lines
on the wall grids follow the tip of the rays to help with remote inspec-
tions. We assigned all remaining actions to controller buttons, labeling
them to indicate their function (see Fig. 3 – right): Mark, Filter, and
Start/Submit. The visible controllers do not occlude the data as users
can change their hand positions without changing the focus of selection.
Even though the pointing rays effectively extend the user’s reach, se-
lecting small targets at large distances can be difficult due to the needed
degree of hand stability. Thus, navigation and/or dataset manipulation
are still needed to approach the data. However, the frequency of such
actions is smaller compared to Hand.

3.3 Mixed Interaction (Mixed)

As previously stated, we believe that each of the two just introduced
approaches has its inherent advantages depending on the low-level tasks
being performed or on the user’s immediate needs. Thus, we wanted
to evaluate both conditions individually but also their combination. To
support a seamless and reasonably intuitive transition between the two
modes, without explicit mode switches, we took inspiration from the
existing Oculus Home and SteamVR Home applications, adapting and
extending them as necessary for our IA environment.

In the Mixed mode, permanently visible virtual ray pointers originate
at the tip of the user’s index fingers for remote inspection, as in Pointer.
The virtual controller models are only shown in certain cases: when the
user touches one of the buttons, indicating the intent of using them, or
when the user presses (only) the inner trigger (the action typically used
to hold data or surfaces with the pointer). In all other situations, Hand
operations are used: the virtual finger can be used for tapping, double-
tapping, and interacting with watches, and simultaneously pressing all
triggers grabs, stretches, or rotates the data.

Thus, Mixed enables alternate workflows (see Fig. 2). For example,
one can grab and move the dataset up and down with one hand while
using the ray in the other to inspect the time of trajectory points at-
a-distance. Or one can rotate or scale the data around a distant or
hard-to-access point but still use finger gestures to inspect and filter.
Similarly, one can use hand gestures for manipulation, but the pointers
and controller buttons for quicker marking and filtering as desired.

Compared to the systems mentioned above, a challenge here is that
buttons need to be available even when an object is not being grabbed
with the ray (as they are used to filter or mark static trajectories). The
hand grabbing action needs to be available even when the hand is not
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intersecting a specific object because it is used to translate, scale, and
rotate the whole dataset. These differences make mixed interaction
with IA data more complex and prone to erroneous activation.

4 USER STUDY

Here we present the design decisions and rationale behind our compar-
ative study to evaluate the interaction modes introduced above. Within
a controlled experimental framework, we defined study hypotheses and
user tasks to be performed in a spatio-temporal dataset.

4.1 Dataset and Tasks
For this study, we selected the 3-day simulated GPS-trajectory dataset
created by Amini et al. [1] for STC visualization, which had already
been used in immersive settings [51]. To balance visual clutter with
information density, we selected a subset with 12 trajectories, which
is complex enough that different forms of interaction are both needed
and usable to identify desired information in the data (see Fig. 4). We
picked another subset with only 3 trajectories (disjoint from the above
subset) for the tutorial phases.

To maximize system usage and interaction and minimize the need
for domain knowledge, we opted to employ multiple subsequent trials
involving simple information-seeking tasks. With this, we covered the
three basic kinds of questions in Peuquet’s [38] Triad framework, as
shown in Table 1. We selected three different task stimuli for each
task trial, one in each day in the dataset, i.e., at different heights in the
STC. We rotated these different stimuli between different modes for
each participant to counterbalance task difficulties. Considering that a
participant never received the same task stimulus more than once and
the large information density of the evaluation environment (see Fig. 4),
we largely minimized potential data learning effects.

Participants addressed tasks by either adding marks (T1 and T3)
or filters (T2) to the data. The tasks were doable with reasonable
effort, and their purpose was to encourage the users to access different
regions of the dataset, motivating them to perform various forms of
manipulation, including translation, rotation, scaling, and filtering.

4.2 User Study Hypotheses
Despite the highly investigative nature of our user study, we defined
three expected outcomes for the Mixed mode.

H1 Mixed interaction will be more efficient in time, as it combines
the strengths of both other modes.

H2 The seamless transition between modes will not increase the
mental workload nor decrease system usability, since users will
be free to perform the actions the way they prefer.

H3 Users will combine virtual hand and virtual pointer interactions,
choosing the metaphor according to the nature of the action.

4.3 Participants
We recruited 15 undergraduate and graduate students from our univer-
sity campus. Their mean age was 26.6 years (SD 5), with 13 males and
2 females. Our population was rather diverse in terms of prior familiar-
ity with VR (6 none, 1 low, 5 average, 3 high) and motion controllers
(4 none, 2 low, 7 average, 1 high, 1 very high), but familiar with 3D
computer games (1 none, 4 average, 4 high, 6 very high) and gamepads
(5 average, 6 high, 4 very high). When asked to rate their gaming
frequencies from 1 (never) to 7 (everyday) [31], the average rating was
4.2 (median = 5, sd = 1.6). Most participants reported low familiarity
with the specific controllers used in the experiment (7 none, 3 low, 2
average, 3 high). All participants in the study were right-handed.

4.4 Experiment Design
We used a within-subjects design to minimize the effects of personal
differences. The three modes (Hand, Pointer, and Mixed) were our
within-subjects factor. Each participant performed 3 trials/repetitions of
each of the 3 tasks in each of the 3 modes, which adds up to 27 evaluated
tasks per participant. We asked participants to balance accuracy and
speed. We always counterbalanced the order of the three within-subjects
conditions but always preserved the task order to avoid confusion. Even

Table 1. We used multiple trials based on the three basic spatio-temporal
information-seeking tasks [38] to encourage interaction with all areas of
the dataset and minimize learning effects.

Category [38] Example

T1 when + what→ where Where was RED at 8pm on
the 6th?

T2 when + where→ what Who was at the place marked
in red at 7am on the 6th?

T3 where + what→ when When did GREEN arrive at
the place marked in red?

Fig. 4. We used a dense dataset with 12 trajectories in the evaluated
tasks, demanding various forms of interaction to seek information. Se-
lection commands make irrelevant trajectories semitransparent (right).

though the mixed mode should ideally be the last, i.e., used only after
participants had a better understanding of their own preferences, we
still counterbalanced its order to minimize learning effects.

Before starting the tasks, participants filled consent and demographic
forms, as well as a pre-exposure Simulator Sickness Questionnaire
(SSQ) [28]. Then, they experienced a detailed system tutorial phase,
which briefly introduced the STC visualization and guided them through
all system features and interaction modes. The experimenter also
assisted the participants in this tutorial, whenever appropriate. During
the tutorial phase, we counterbalanced the introduction of Hand and
Pointer interaction conditions to avoid influencing user preferences, but
always introduced the possibility of combining both last. The tutorial
also included three example tasks with the reduced dataset, requiring
participants to find the correct answer before moving on to ensure that
they understood how to seek the different kinds of information.

During the experiment, we showed task instructions on a large blue
panel. Users could read them and ask questions before starting (by
pressing the Start button on the controller or smartwatch). After 4
minutes and 30 seconds had passed on a task, a 30-second countdown
started to signal that the time limit was approaching. As the tasks
were not that complex, this happened only in less than 1% of all trials.
After marking a selected answer, users pressed the same button on the
controller or watch, now labeled Submit, to finish, and then answered a
Single Ease Question (SEQ) [43] inside the virtual environment.

After completing the 9 trials in each mode, we asked participants to
take off the HMD and fill questionnaires on a computer: a post-exposure
SSQ, the Raw NASA TLX [20], the System Usability Questionnaire
(SUS) [8], and the single general item from the Igroup Presence Ques-
tionnaire (IPQ) [44]. This also served as VR exposure breaks. After
the last round of tasks, we asked participants questions regarding their
preferred mode of interaction for a series of actions.

5 RESULTS

In this section, we report the results obtained by our user study for task
performance, workload, usability, and comfort, as well as user prefer-
ences and interactivity patterns. Since a large majority of variables did
not present normal distributions, we assessed statistical significance
(α = .05) with the non-parametric Friedman test followed by paired
Wilcoxon signed-rank post-hoc tests with Bonferroni-Holm correction.
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We indicate significant effects on figures using asterisks (∗ for p <
.05, ∗∗ for .01, and ∗∗∗ for .001). We also report effect sizes for the
Wilcoxon and Friedman tests. Following Tomczak and Tomczak [47],
we estimate effect sizes using the correlation coefficient r, for the for-
mer, and Kendall’s W , for the latter test. We classify effect sizes into
small (> .1), moderate (> .3), and large (> .5) [10].

5.1 Task Performance
As expected based on our pilot studies, all tasks were easily answerable.
Participants made only 18 errors in all 405 trials (95.6% success rate).
We accepted answers as correct within a threshold of 2cm for Where
and 45 minutes for When tasks (approximately 2cm at the default time
resolution). Detailed rates for each mode and task are shown in Fig. 5
– bottom. We were not able to find any significant effects in Where
(χ2(2) = 4.8, p = .090, W = .16), What (χ2(2) = 2, p = .368, W = .06),
and When (χ2(2) = 1.1, p = .565, W = .04) tasks individually. However,
when aggregating all tasks to investigate more general differences, a
small effect of mode emerged (χ2(2) = 6.7, p = .035, W = .22). In this
case, Hand performed significantly better (p = .044, r = .68 = large)
than Mixed: 97.8% vs. 92.6%, a 5.2% absolute gain.

In terms of completion times (Fig. 5 – top), we found a small effect
of interaction mode for the Where task only (χ2(2) = 6.5, p = .038, W =
.21). Mixed interaction was significantly quicker than Hand (p = .020,
r = .67 = large): 53.8s vs. 70.3s average time, a 23.5% relative gain.
Tests for the What (χ2(2) = 3.7, p = .155, W = .12) and When (χ2(2) =
0.1, p = .936, W = .004) tasks yielded non-significant results.

5.2 Workload
Besides task performance itself, we were interested in investigating
possible differences in the perception of workload across interaction
modes. Fig. 6 presents scores obtained from the Raw NASA Task Load
Index (TLX) questionnaires filled after each condition. We did not find
statistically significant differences in terms of the TLX score (χ2(2) =
1.8, p = .397, W = .06) or of any of its subcomponents—Mental (χ2(2)
= 0.2, p = .903, W = .006), Physical (χ2(2) = 4.4, p = .112, W = .15),
Temporal (χ2(2) = 0.1, p = .956, W = .003), Performance (χ2(2) =
0.9, p = .639, W = .03), Effort (χ2(2) = 3.8, p = .150, W = .13), and
Frustration (χ2(2) = 2.5, p = .289, W = .08).

In terms of ease-of-use, data from the Single Ease Questions (SEQ)
answered after each trial indicate that all approaches enabled easy task
execution. We did not find significant differences either per task or by
aggregating all tasks per mode (χ2(2) = 0.4, p = .819, W = .01). Using
a Likert-scale from 1 to 7 (7 being the easiest), Hand averaged 5.55 (sd
0.9), compared to 5.49 (sd 0.8) for Pointer, and 5.42 (sd 1) for Mixed.

5.3 Usability and Comfort
According to the System Usability Scale (SUS) questionnaires filled
after each mode, participants generally liked all interaction modes,
with no significant difference (χ2(2) = 5.5, p = .064, W = .18). The
score given to Hand was slightly higher (81.8, sd 11.8), while Pointer
received 77.6 (sd 11), and Mixed 77 (sd 12.5).

We applied the Simulator Sickness Questionnaire four times to each
participant, at the beginning of the experiment and after concluding
each mode. We did not find any difference between modes (χ2(2) =
2.8, p = .241, W = .09), and all stayed within the negligible (< 5) score
range [27]. In fact, 7 out of 15 participants had a negative delta, possibly
due to getting distracted with the experiment and forgetting about
symptoms they had felt before. Average scores were -0.5 for Hand (sd
14.7), 2.7 for Mixed (sd 6.3), and -2.2 for Pointer (sd 11.1). Even if we
constrain the deltas to a minimum of 0, scores remain in the same range,
averaging 4.2 for Hand (sd 7.1), 3.7 for Mixed (sd 5.3) and 2.2 for
Pointer (sd 5.8). This was particularly interesting considering that the
VR exposure time in this experiment was relatively high. The average
period spent inside the IVE was 46 minutes (sd 11), with a minimum of
29 and a maximum of 75 minutes. The relatively long tutorial needed to
explain the 3 different modes notably contributed to this. The average
duration of the tutorial phase was 19 minutes (sd 4), with a minimum
of 13 and a maximum of 31 minutes. The dynamic reduction of the
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> friedman_test(whereagg, TimeElapsed ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.             n statistic    df      p method        
* <chr>       <int>     <dbl> <dbl>  <dbl> <chr>         
1 TimeElapsed    15      6.53     2 0.0381 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(whereagg, TimeElapsed ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.             n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>       <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 TimeElapsed    15   0.218 Kendall W small     
>  
> friedman_test(whatagg, TimeElapsed ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.             n statistic    df     p method        
* <chr>       <int>     <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <chr>         
1 TimeElapsed    15      3.73     2 0.155 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(whatagg, TimeElapsed ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.             n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>       <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 TimeElapsed    15   0.124 Kendall W small     
>  
> friedman_test(whenagg, TimeElapsed ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.             n statistic    df     p method        
* <chr>       <int>     <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <chr>         
1 TimeElapsed    15     0.133     2 0.936 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(whenagg, TimeElapsed ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.             n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>       <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 TimeElapsed    15 0.00444 Kendall W small     
>  
>  
>  
> friedman_test(whereagg, Correct ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.         n statistic    df      p method        
* <chr>   <int>     <dbl> <dbl>  <dbl> <chr>         
1 Correct    15       4.8     2 0.0907 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(whereagg, Correct ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.         n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>   <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 Correct    15    0.16 Kendall W small     
>  
> friedman_test(whatagg, Correct ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.         n statistic    df     p method        
* <chr>   <int>     <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <chr>         
1 Correct    15         2     2 0.368 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(whatagg, Correct ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.         n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>   <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 Correct    15  0.0667 Kendall W small     
>  
> friedman_test(whenagg, Correct ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.         n statistic    df     p method        
* <chr>   <int>     <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <chr>         
1 Correct    15      1.14     2 0.565 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(whenagg, Correct ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.         n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>   <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 Correct    15  0.0381 Kendall W small   

> wilcox_test(whereagg,TimeElapsed ~ Mode, paired=TRUE, p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 9 
  .y.         group1   group2      n1    n2 statistic     p p.adj 
p.adj.signif 
* <chr>       <chr>    <chr>    <int> <int>     <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <chr>        
1 TimeElapsed Direct   Indirect    15    15        77 0.359 0.416 ns           
2 TimeElapsed Direct   Mixed       15    15       106 0.007 0.02  *            
3 TimeElapsed Indirect Mixed       15    15        83 0.208 0.416 ns           
> wilcox_effsize(whereagg,TimeElapsed ~ Mode, paired=TRUE, p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 7 
  .y.         group1   group2   effsize    n1    n2 magnitude 
* <chr>       <chr>    <chr>      <dbl> <int> <int> <ord>     
1 TimeElapsed Direct   Indirect   0.249    15    15 small     
2 TimeElapsed Direct   Mixed      0.675    15    15 large     
3 TimeElapsed Indirect Mixed      0.337    15    15 moderate 

> friedman_test(all, TimeElapsed ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.             n statistic    df     p method        
* <chr>       <int>     <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <chr>         
1 TimeElapsed    15       2.8     2 0.247 Friedman test 
>  
> friedman_effsize(all, TimeElapsed ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.             n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>       <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 TimeElapsed    15  0.0933 Kendall W small 

> friedman_test(all, TimePerCorrect ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.                n statistic    df     p method        
* <chr>          <int>     <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <chr>         
1 TimePerCorrect    15      2.53     2 0.282 Friedman test 
>  
>  
> friedman_test(all, TimePerTrial ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.              n statistic    df     p method        
* <chr>        <int>     <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <chr>         
1 TimePerTrial    15       2.8     2 0.247 Friedman test 

> friedman_test(all, Correct ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.         n statistic    df      p method        
* <chr>   <int>     <dbl> <dbl>  <dbl> <chr>         
1 Correct    15      6.69     2 0.0353 Friedman test 
>  
> friedman_effsize(all, Correct ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.         n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>   <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 Correct    15   0.223 Kendall W small     
>  
>  
> wilcox_test(all, Correct ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 9 
  .y.     group1   group2      n1    n2 statistic     p p.adj p.adj.signif 
* <chr>   <chr>    <chr>    <int> <int>     <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <chr>        
1 Correct Direct   Indirect    15    15      17.5 0.588 0.588 ns           
2 Correct Direct   Mixed       15    15      28   0.011 0.032 *            
3 Correct Indirect Mixed       15    15      18   0.12  0.24  ns           
>  
>  
> wilcox_effsize(all, Correct ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 7 
  .y.     group1   group2   effsize    n1    n2 magnitude 
* <chr>   <chr>    <chr>      <dbl> <int> <int> <ord>     
1 Correct Direct   Indirect   0.121    15    15 small     
2 Correct Direct   Mixed      0.683    15    15 large     
3 Correct Indirect Mixed      0.428    15    15 moderate  
>  
>  
>  
> mean(all[all$Mode=="Direct","Correct"]) 
[1] 8.8 
> mean(all[all$Mode=="Mixed","Correct"]) 
[1] 8.333333 
> mean(all[all$Mode=="Indirect","Correct"]) 
[1] 8.666667
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> friedman_test(all, PercentCorrect ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.                n statistic    df      p method        
* <chr>          <int>     <dbl> <dbl>  <dbl> <chr>         
1 PercentCorrect    15      6.69     2 0.0353 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(all, PercentCorrect ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.                n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>          <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 PercentCorrect    15   0.223 Kendall W small     
> wilcox_test(all, PercentCorrect ~ Mode, paired=TRUE, p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 9 
  .y.            group1   group2     n1    n2 statistic     p p.adj 
p.adj.signif 
* <chr>          <chr>    <chr>   <int> <int>     <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <chr>        
1 PercentCorrect Direct   Indire…    15    15      17.5 0.588 0.588 ns           
2 PercentCorrect Direct   Mixed      15    15      28   0.015 0.044 *            
3 PercentCorrect Indirect Mixed      15    15      20   0.052 0.105 ns           
> wilcox_effsize(all, PercentCorrect ~ Mode, paired=TRUE, p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 7 
  .y.            group1   group2   effsize    n1    n2 magnitude 
* <chr>          <chr>    <chr>      <dbl> <int> <int> <ord>     
1 PercentCorrect Direct   Indirect   0.121    15    15 small     
2 PercentCorrect Direct   Mixed      0.680    15    15 large     
3 PercentCorrect Indirect Mixed      0.461    15    15 moderate 

> friedman_test(whereagg, PercentCorrect ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.                n statistic    df      p method        
* <chr>          <int>     <dbl> <dbl>  <dbl> <chr>         
1 PercentCorrect    15       4.8     2 0.0907 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(whereagg, PercentCorrect ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.                n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>          <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 PercentCorrect    15    0.16 Kendall W small     
>  
> friedman_test(whatagg, PercentCorrect ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.                n statistic    df     p method        
* <chr>          <int>     <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <chr>         
1 PercentCorrect    15         2     2 0.368 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(whatagg, PercentCorrect ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.                n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>          <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 PercentCorrect    15  0.0667 Kendall W small     
>  
> friedman_test(whenagg, PercentCorrect ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.                n statistic    df     p method        
* <chr>          <int>     <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <chr>         
1 PercentCorrect    15      1.14     2 0.565 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(whenagg, PercentCorrect ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.                n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>          <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 PercentCorrect    15  0.0381 Kendall W small   

> friedman_test(whereagg, TimePerCorrect ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.                n statistic    df     p method        
* <chr>          <int>     <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <chr>         
1 TimePerCorrect    15       3.6     2 0.165 Friedman test 
> friedman_test(whatagg, TimePerCorrect ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.                n statistic    df     p method        
* <chr>          <int>     <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <chr>         
1 TimePerCorrect    15      3.73     2 0.155 Friedman test 
> friedman_test(whenagg, TimePerCorrect ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.                n statistic    df     p method        
* <chr>          <int>     <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <chr>         
1 TimePerCorrect    15       0.4     2 0.819 Friedman test
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>  
> friedman_test(whereagg, TimePerCorrect ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.                n statistic    df     p method        
* <chr>          <int>     <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <chr>         
1 TimePerCorrect    15       3.6     2 0.165 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(whereagg, TimePerCorrect ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.                n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>          <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 TimePerCorrect    15    0.12 Kendall W small     
>  
> friedman_test(whatagg, TimePerCorrect ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.                n statistic    df     p method        
* <chr>          <int>     <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <chr>         
1 TimePerCorrect    15      3.73     2 0.155 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(whatagg, TimePerCorrect ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.                n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>          <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 TimePerCorrect    15   0.124 Kendall W small     
>  
> friedman_test(whenagg, TimePerCorrect ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.                n statistic    df     p method        
* <chr>          <int>     <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <chr>         
1 TimePerCorrect    15       0.4     2 0.819 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(whenagg, TimePerCorrect ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.                n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>          <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 TimePerCorrect    15  0.0133 Kendall W small  

> friedman_test(whereagg, TimeWhenCorrect ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.                 n statistic    df      p method        
* <chr>           <int>     <dbl> <dbl>  <dbl> <chr>         
1 TimeWhenCorrect    15      6.93     2 0.0312 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(whereagg, TimeWhenCorrect ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.                 n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>           <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 TimeWhenCorrect    15   0.231 Kendall W small     
> wilcox_test(whereagg, TimeWhenCorrect ~ Mode, paired=TRUE, p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 9 
  .y.            group1   group2     n1    n2 statistic     p p.adj 
p.adj.signif 
* <chr>          <chr>    <chr>   <int> <int>     <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <chr>        
1 TimeWhenCorre… Direct   Indire…    15    15        77 0.359 0.376 ns           
2 TimeWhenCorre… Direct   Mixed      15    15       100 0.022 0.064 ns           
3 TimeWhenCorre… Indirect Mixed      15    15        84 0.188 0.376 ns           
> wilcox_effsize(whereagg, TimeWhenCorrect ~ Mode, paired=TRUE, 
p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 7 
  .y.             group1   group2   effsize    n1    n2 magnitude 
* <chr>           <chr>    <chr>      <dbl> <int> <int> <ord>     
1 TimeWhenCorrect Direct   Indirect   0.249    15    15 small     
2 TimeWhenCorrect Direct   Mixed      0.587    15    15 large     
3 TimeWhenCorrect Indirect Mixed      0.352    15    15 moderate  
>  
>  
> friedman_test(whatagg, TimeWhenCorrect ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.                 n statistic    df     p method        
* <chr>           <int>     <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <chr>         
1 TimeWhenCorrect    15      3.73     2 0.155 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(whatagg, TimeWhenCorrect ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.                 n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>           <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 TimeWhenCorrect    15   0.124 Kendall W small     
>  
>  
> friedman_test(whenagg, TimeWhenCorrect ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.                 n statistic    df     p method        
* <chr>           <int>     <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <chr>         
1 TimeWhenCorrect    15     0.933     2 0.627 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(whenagg, TimeWhenCorrect ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.                 n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>           <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 TimeWhenCorrect    15  0.0311 Kendall W small     
>  
>  
>  
>  
> mean(whereagg[whereagg$Mode=="Direct","TimeWhenCorrect"]) 
[1] 70.28853 
> mean(whereagg[whereagg$Mode=="Mixed","TimeWhenCorrect"]) 
[1] 55.15751 
> mean(whereagg[whereagg$Mode=="Indirect","TimeWhenCorrect"]) 
[1] 66.77792

�1

Fig. 5. Mixed interaction significantly reduced completion times by 23.5%
in the most time-intensive task, Where (top right). Yet, it also significantly
decreased the success rate by 5.2% across all tasks (bottom left). Error
bars indicate standard deviations and value labels are rounded.
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> library("rstatix") 
> friedman_test(questsmodes, NASA ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.       n statistic    df     p method        
* <chr> <int>     <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <chr>         
1 NASA     15      1.85     2 0.397 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(questsmodes, NASA ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.       n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr> <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 NASA     15  0.0616 Kendall W small     
>  
>  
> friedman_test(questsmodes, MENTAL100 ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.           n statistic    df     p method        
* <chr>     <int>     <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <chr>         
1 MENTAL100    15     0.205     2 0.903 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(questsmodes, MENTAL100 ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.           n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>     <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 MENTAL100    15 0.00684 Kendall W small     
>  
>  
> friedman_test(questsmodes, PHYSICAL100 ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.             n statistic    df     p method        
* <chr>       <int>     <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <chr>         
1 PHYSICAL100    15      4.38     2 0.112 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(questsmodes, PHYSICAL100 ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.             n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>       <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 PHYSICAL100    15   0.146 Kendall W small     
>  
>  
> friedman_test(questsmodes, TEMP100 ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.         n statistic    df     p method        
* <chr>   <int>     <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <chr>         
1 TEMP100    15    0.0909     2 0.956 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(questsmodes, TEMP100 ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.         n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>   <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 TEMP100    15 0.00303 Kendall W small     
>  
>  
> friedman_test(questsmodes, SUCCESS100 ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.            n statistic    df     p method        
* <chr>      <int>     <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <chr>         
1 SUCCESS100    15     0.897     2 0.639 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(questsmodes, SUCCESS100 ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.            n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>      <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 SUCCESS100    15  0.0299 Kendall W small     
>  
>  
> friedman_test(questsmodes, HARD100 ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.         n statistic    df     p method        
* <chr>   <int>     <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <chr>         
1 HARD100    15       3.8     2 0.150 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(questsmodes, HARD100 ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.         n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>   <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 HARD100    15   0.127 Kendall W small     
>  
>  
> friedman_test(questsmodes, INSECURE100 ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.             n statistic    df     p method        
* <chr>       <int>     <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <chr>         
1 INSECURE100    15      2.48     2 0.289 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(questsmodes, INSECURE100 ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.             n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>       <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 INSECURE100    15  0.0828 Kendall W small    
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Fig. 6. We did not find significant differences between modes in terms
of the NASA TLX workload factors (lower is better). Effort was the
highest component across all modes, while perceived performance and
frustration were the lowest. Error bars indicate standard deviations.

field-of-view [16], the adoption of real-walking navigation, and the
high frame rate likely contributed to a comfortable experience.

Interestingly, the Hand technique scored higher in the General Item
(In the computer generated world I had a sense of “being there”)
extracted from the Igroup Presence Questionnaire (IPQ), obtaining
5.13 (sd 0.74) out of 6. The Mixed mode received 4.73 (sd 1.33)
and Pointer received the lowest score, 4.66 (sd 1.23). However, this
difference was not significant (χ2(2) = 5.5, p = .064, W = .18).

5.4 User Preferences and Comments
All participants quickly learned how to interact with the controller
triggers to execute the grabbing actions in all conditions. Fig. 7 shows
participants’ responses for their preferred ways of performing each
action, as well as their overall preferred modes. This feedback confirms
our initial speculation that both virtual hand and virtual pointer would
be preferred for different low-level tasks. Intuitive manipulations with
the virtual hands were vastly preferred over their virtual controller
counterparts for rotation, translation, and scaling. A close majority also
preferred inspecting data points with the virtual fingers over inspecting
them with the virtual rays, and the same applied for answering the
SEQ questions mid-air. On the other hand, 13 out of 15 preferred
filtering trajectories by pressing a controller button over performing the
double tapping action—this is due in large part to the difficulty faced
by multiple participants in mastering this action. The same applied
to starting/ending tasks and adding marks, actions that in the Hand
approach demanded interaction with the Virtual Smartwatches, but
this was not a strong majority. We observed the same pattern when
analyzing the responses from the three participants that reported high
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Fig. 7. Participants preferred intuitive Virtual Hand actions for rotating,
moving, and scaling the dataset. Controller buttons in Pointer made it
easier to filter the data and start tasks. 60% would prefer using the Mixed
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> friedman_test(all, percentMapTranslateDir ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.                        n statistic    df          p method        
* <chr>                  <int>     <dbl> <dbl>      <dbl> <chr>         
1 percentMapTranslateDir    15      27.0     2 0.00000135 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(all, percentMapTranslateDir ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.                        n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>                  <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 percentMapTranslateDir    15   0.901 Kendall W large     
> wilcox_test(all, percentMapTranslateDir ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, 
p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 9 
  .y.         group1  group2     n1    n2 statistic       p   p.adj 
p.adj.signif 
* <chr>       <chr>   <chr>   <int> <int>     <dbl>   <dbl>   <dbl> <chr>        
1 percentMap… Direct  Indire…    15    15       120 6.10e-5 1.83e-4 ***          
2 percentMap… Direct  Mixed      15    15       116 4.27e-4 8.54e-4 ***          
3 percentMap… Indire… Mixed      15    15         0 2.00e-3 2.00e-3 **           
> wilcox_effsize(all, percentMapTranslateDir ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, 
p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 7 
  .y.                    group1   group2   effsize    n1    n2 magnitude 
* <chr>                  <chr>    <chr>      <dbl> <int> <int> <ord>     
1 percentMapTranslateDir Direct   Indirect   0.880    15    15 large     
2 percentMapTranslateDir Direct   Mixed      0.821    15    15 large     
3 percentMapTranslateDir Indirect Mixed      0.860    15    15 large     
> 
> 
> friedman_test(all, percentMapTranslateIndir ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.                          n statistic    df          p method        
* <chr>                    <int>     <dbl> <dbl>      <dbl> <chr>         
1 percentMapTranslateIndir    15      25.9     2 0.00000242 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(all, percentMapTranslateIndir ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.                          n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>                    <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 percentMapTranslateIndir    15   0.862 Kendall W large     
> wilcox_test(all, percentMapTranslateIndir ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, 
p.adj="holm")  
# A tibble: 3 x 9 
  .y.          group1  group2    n1    n2 statistic       p   p.adj 
p.adj.signif 
* <chr>        <chr>   <chr>  <int> <int>     <dbl>   <dbl>   <dbl> <chr>        
1 percentMapT… Direct  Indir…    15    15         0 6.10e-5 1.83e-4 ***          
2 percentMapT… Direct  Mixed     15    15         0 1.00e-3 2.00e-3 **           
3 percentMapT… Indire… Mixed     15    15       112 2.00e-3 2.00e-3 **           
> wilcox_effsize(all, percentMapTranslateIndir ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, 
p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 7 
  .y.                      group1   group2   effsize    n1    n2 magnitude 
* <chr>                    <chr>    <chr>      <dbl> <int> <int> <ord>     
1 percentMapTranslateIndir Direct   Indirect   0.880    15    15 large     
2 percentMapTranslateIndir Direct   Mixed      0.873    15    15 large     
3 percentMapTranslateIndir Indirect Mixed      0.763    15    15 large     
>  
>  
> friedman_test(all, percentTimeTranslateDir ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.                         n statistic    df          p method        
* <chr>                   <int>     <dbl> <dbl>      <dbl> <chr>         
1 percentTimeTranslateDir    15      27.0     2 0.00000135 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(all, percentTimeTranslateDir ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.                         n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>                   <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 percentTimeTranslateDir    15   0.901 Kendall W large     
> wilcox_test(all, percentTimeTranslateDir ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, 
p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 9 
  .y.         group1  group2     n1    n2 statistic       p   p.adj 
p.adj.signif 
* <chr>       <chr>   <chr>   <int> <int>     <dbl>   <dbl>   <dbl> <chr>        
1 percentTim… Direct  Indire…    15    15       120 6.10e-5 1.83e-4 ***          
2 percentTim… Direct  Mixed      15    15       118 1.83e-4 3.66e-4 ***          
3 percentTim… Indire… Mixed      15    15         0 2.00e-3 2.00e-3 **           
> wilcox_effsize(all, percentTimeTranslateDir ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, 
p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 7 
  .y.                     group1   group2   effsize    n1    n2 magnitude 
* <chr>                   <chr>    <chr>      <dbl> <int> <int> <ord>     
1 percentTimeTranslateDir Direct   Indirect   0.880    15    15 large     
2 percentTimeTranslateDir Direct   Mixed      0.851    15    15 large     
3 percentTimeTranslateDir Indirect Mixed      0.860    15    15 large     
>  
>  
> friedman_test(all, percentTimeTranslateIndir ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.                           n statistic    df          p method        
* <chr>                     <int>     <dbl> <dbl>      <dbl> <chr>         
1 percentTimeTranslateIndir    15      25.9     2 0.00000242 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(all, percentTimeTranslateIndir ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.                           n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>                     <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 percentTimeTranslateIndir    15   0.862 Kendall W large     
> wilcox_test(all, percentTimeTranslateIndir ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, 
p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 9 
  .y.          group1  group2    n1    n2 statistic       p   p.adj 
p.adj.signif 
* <chr>        <chr>   <chr>  <int> <int>     <dbl>   <dbl>   <dbl> <chr>        
1 percentTime… Direct  Indir…    15    15         0 6.10e-5 1.83e-4 ***          
2 percentTime… Direct  Mixed     15    15         0 1.00e-3 2.00e-3 **           
3 percentTime… Indire… Mixed     15    15       114 8.54e-4 2.00e-3 **           
> wilcox_effsize(all, percentTimeTranslateIndir ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, 
p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 7 
  .y.                       group1   group2   effsize    n1    n2 
magnitude 
* <chr>                     <chr>    <chr>      <dbl> <int> <int> <ord>     
1 percentTimeTranslateIndir Direct   Indirect   0.880    15    15 large     
2 percentTimeTranslateIndir Direct   Mixed      0.873    15    15 large     
3 percentTimeTranslateIndir Indirect Mixed      0.792    15    15 large     
>  
>  
> friedman_test(all, percentMapRotateDir ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.                     n statistic    df        p method        
* <chr>               <int>     <dbl> <dbl>    <dbl> <chr>         
1 percentMapRotateDir    15      16.3     2 0.000291 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(all, percentMapRotateDir ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.                     n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>               <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 percentMapRotateDir    15   0.543 Kendall W large     
> wilcox_test(all, percentMapRotateDir ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, 
p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 9 
  .y.             group1  group2     n1    n2 statistic     p p.adj 
p.adj.signif 
* <chr>           <chr>   <chr>   <int> <int>     <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <chr>        
1 percentMapRota… Direct  Indire…    15    15        78 0.003 0.008 **           
2 percentMapRota… Direct  Mixed      15    15        50 0.78  0.78  ns           
3 percentMapRota… Indire… Mixed      15    15         0 0.004 0.008 **           
> wilcox_effsize(all, percentMapRotateDir ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, 
p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 7 
  .y.                 group1   group2   effsize    n1    n2 magnitude 
* <chr>               <chr>    <chr>      <dbl> <int> <int> <ord>     
1 percentMapRotateDir Direct   Indirect  0.841     15    15 large     
2 percentMapRotateDir Direct   Mixed     0.0808    15    15 small     
3 percentMapRotateDir Indirect Mixed     0.816     15    15 large     
>  
>  
> friedman_test(all, percentMapRotateIndir ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.                       n statistic    df       p method        
* <chr>                 <int>     <dbl> <dbl>   <dbl> <chr>         
1 percentMapRotateIndir    15      10.5     2 0.00534 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(all, percentMapRotateIndir ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.                       n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>                 <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 percentMapRotateIndir    15   0.349 Kendall W moderate  
> wilcox_test(all, percentMapRotateIndir ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, 
p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 9 
  .y.             group1  group2     n1    n2 statistic     p p.adj 
p.adj.signif 
* <chr>           <chr>   <chr>   <int> <int>     <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <chr>        
1 percentMapRota… Direct  Indire…    15    15         0 0.014 0.043 *            
2 percentMapRota… Direct  Mixed      15    15         0 0.1   0.2   ns           
3 percentMapRota… Indire… Mixed      15    15        35 0.155 0.2   ns           
> wilcox_effsize(all, percentMapRotateIndir ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, 
p.adj="holm")  
# A tibble: 3 x 7 
  .y.                   group1   group2   effsize    n1    n2 magnitude 
* <chr>                 <chr>    <chr>      <dbl> <int> <int> <ord>     
1 percentMapRotateIndir Direct   Indirect   0.716    15    15 large     
2 percentMapRotateIndir Direct   Mixed      0.515    15    15 large     
3 percentMapRotateIndir Indirect Mixed      0.419    15    15 moderate  
>  
>  
> friedman_test(all, percentTimeScaleDir ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.                     n statistic    df        p method        
* <chr>               <int>     <dbl> <dbl>    <dbl> <chr>         
1 percentTimeScaleDir    15      17.6     2 0.000148 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(all, percentTimeScaleDir ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.                     n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>               <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 percentTimeScaleDir    15   0.588 Kendall W large     
> wilcox_test(all, percentTimeScaleDir ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, 
p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 9 
  .y.             group1  group2     n1    n2 statistic     p p.adj 
p.adj.signif 
* <chr>           <chr>   <chr>   <int> <int>     <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <chr>        
1 percentTimeSca… Direct  Indire…    15    15        78 0.003 0.008 **           
2 percentTimeSca… Direct  Mixed      15    15        48 0.889 0.889 ns           
3 percentTimeSca… Indire… Mixed      15    15         0 0.003 0.008 **           
> wilcox_effsize(all, percentTimeScaleDir ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, 
p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 7 
  .y.                 group1   group2   effsize    n1    n2 magnitude 
* <chr>               <chr>    <chr>      <dbl> <int> <int> <ord>     
1 percentTimeScaleDir Direct   Indirect  0.841     15    15 large     
2 percentTimeScaleDir Direct   Mixed     0.0808    15    15 small     
3 percentTimeScaleDir Indirect Mixed     0.841     15    15 large     
>  
>  
> friedman_test(all, percentTimeScaleIndir ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.                       n statistic    df         p method        
* <chr>                 <int>     <dbl> <dbl>     <dbl> <chr>         
1 percentTimeScaleIndir    15      21.3     2 0.0000233 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(all, percentTimeScaleIndir ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.                       n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>                 <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 percentTimeScaleIndir    15   0.711 Kendall W large     
> wilcox_test(all, percentTimeScaleIndir ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, 
p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 9 
  .y.             group1  group2     n1    n2 statistic     p p.adj 
p.adj.signif 
* <chr>           <chr>   <chr>   <int> <int>     <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <chr>        
1 percentTimeSca… Direct  Indire…    15    15         0 0.002 0.005 **           
2 percentTimeSca… Direct  Mixed      15    15         0 0.181 0.181 ns           
3 percentTimeSca… Indire… Mixed      15    15        85 0.006 0.013 *            
> wilcox_effsize(all, percentTimeScaleIndir ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, 
p.adj="holm")  
# A tibble: 3 x 7 
  .y.                   group1   group2   effsize    n1    n2 magnitude 
* <chr>                 <chr>    <chr>      <dbl> <int> <int> <ord>     
1 percentTimeScaleIndir Direct   Indirect   0.860    15    15 large     
2 percentTimeScaleIndir Direct   Mixed      0.446    15    15 moderate  
3 percentTimeScaleIndir Indirect Mixed      0.742    15    15 large     
>  
>  
>  
>  
>  
> friedman_test(all, PercentTimeInspection ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.                       n statistic    df         p method        
* <chr>                 <int>     <dbl> <dbl>     <dbl> <chr>         
1 PercentTimeInspection    15      22.8     2 0.0000112 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(all, PercentTimeInspection ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.                       n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>                 <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 PercentTimeInspection    15    0.76 Kendall W large     
> wilcox_test(all, PercentTimeInspection ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, 
p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 9 
  .y.         group1  group2     n1    n2 statistic       p   p.adj 
p.adj.signif 
* <chr>       <chr>   <chr>   <int> <int>     <dbl>   <dbl>   <dbl> <chr>        
1 PercentTim… Direct  Indire…    15    15         0 6.10e-5 1.83e-4 ***          
2 PercentTim… Direct  Mixed      15    15         0 6.10e-5 1.83e-4 ***          
3 PercentTim… Indire… Mixed      15    15        55 8.04e-1 8.04e-1 ns           
> wilcox_effsize(all, PercentTimeInspection ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, 
p.adj="holm")  
# A tibble: 3 x 7 
  .y.                   group1   group2   effsize    n1    n2 magnitude 
* <chr>                 <chr>    <chr>      <dbl> <int> <int> <ord>     
1 PercentTimeInspection Direct   Indirect  0.880     15    15 large     
2 PercentTimeInspection Direct   Mixed     0.880     15    15 large     
3 PercentTimeInspection Indirect Mixed     0.0733    15    15 small     
>  
>  
> friedman_test(all, PercentTimeCamRotate ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.                      n statistic    df      p method        
* <chr>                <int>     <dbl> <dbl>  <dbl> <chr>         
1 PercentTimeCamRotate    15       7.6     2 0.0224 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(all, PercentTimeCamRotate ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.                      n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>                <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 PercentTimeCamRotate    15   0.253 Kendall W small     
> wilcox_test(all, PercentTimeCamRotate ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, 
p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 9 
  .y.             group1  group2     n1    n2 statistic     p p.adj 
p.adj.signif 
* <chr>           <chr>   <chr>   <int> <int>     <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <chr>        
1 PercentTimeCam… Direct  Indire…    15    15        81 0.252 0.252 ns           
2 PercentTimeCam… Direct  Mixed      15    15       102 0.015 0.045 *            
3 PercentTimeCam… Indire… Mixed      15    15        99 0.026 0.051 ns           
> wilcox_effsize(all, PercentTimeCamRotate ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, 
p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 7 
  .y.                  group1   group2   effsize    n1    n2 magnitude 
* <chr>                <chr>    <chr>      <dbl> <int> <int> <ord>     
1 PercentTimeCamRotate Direct   Indirect   0.308    15    15 moderate  
2 PercentTimeCamRotate Direct   Mixed      0.616    15    15 large     
3 PercentTimeCamRotate Indirect Mixed      0.572    15    15 large     
>  
>  
> friedman_test(all, PercentTimeCamTranslate ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.                         n statistic    df     p method        
* <chr>                   <int>     <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <chr>         
1 PercentTimeCamTranslate    15      4.13     2 0.127 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(all, PercentTimeCamTranslate ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.                         n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>                   <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 PercentTimeCamTranslate    15   0.138 Kendall W small     
>  
>  
> friedman_test(all, PercentTimeOther ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.                  n statistic    df         p method        
* <chr>            <int>     <dbl> <dbl>     <dbl> <chr>         
1 PercentTimeOther    15      22.5     2 0.0000128 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(all, PercentTimeOther ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.                  n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>            <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 PercentTimeOther    15   0.751 Kendall W large     
> wilcox_test(all, PercentTimeOther ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 9 
  .y.         group1  group2     n1    n2 statistic       p   p.adj 
p.adj.signif 
* <chr>       <chr>   <chr>   <int> <int>     <dbl>   <dbl>   <dbl> <chr>        
1 PercentTim… Direct  Indire…    15    15       120 6.10e-5 1.83e-4 ***          
2 PercentTim… Direct  Mixed      15    15       120 6.10e-5 1.83e-4 ***          
3 PercentTim… Indire… Mixed      15    15        51 6.39e-1 6.39e-1 ns           
> wilcox_effsize(all, PercentTimeOther ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, 
p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 7 
  .y.              group1   group2   effsize    n1    n2 magnitude 
* <chr>            <chr>    <chr>      <dbl> <int> <int> <ord>     
1 PercentTimeOther Direct   Indirect   0.880    15    15 large     
2 PercentTimeOther Direct   Mixed      0.880    15    15 large     
3 PercentTimeOther Indirect Mixed      0.132    15    15 small     
>  

Table 1-1

Task percentMapTranslateDir percentMapTranslateIndir percentTimeTranslateDir percentTimeTranslateIndir percentMapRotateDir percentMapRotateIndir percentTimeScaleDir percentTimeScaleIndir PercentTimeInspection PercentTimeCamRotate PercentTimeCamTranslatePercentTimeOther

Local 21.64713 0 51.39557 0 5.588286 0 11.2209 0 49.37685 61.66961 161.6505 133.7899

Mixed 15.21588 4.229316 30.99083 13.67762 7.035283 3.004647 13.74572 2.804541 101.4092 51.98463 145.9638 82.80055

At-a-distance 0 17.0824 0 47.55203 0 7.480984 0 10.41399 123.2442 56.25795 140.4039 80.7792

Hand

Mixed

Pointer

25s 50s 75s 100s 125s 150s 175s 200s 225s 250s 275s 300s 325s 350s 375s 400s 425s 450s 475s 500s

Map translations (hands) Map translations (pointers) Time translations (hands) Time translations (pointers)
Map rotations (hands) Map rotations (pointers) Time scaling (hands) Time scaling (pointers)
Traj. inspections Head rotations Head/body movement Other

> friedman_test(all, timeMapTranslateDir ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.                     n statistic    df          p method        
* <chr>               <int>     <dbl> <dbl>      <dbl> <chr>         
1 timeMapTranslateDir    15      23.7     2 0.00000705 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(all, timeMapTranslateDir ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.                     n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>               <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 timeMapTranslateDir    15   0.791 Kendall W large     
> wilcox_test(all, timeMapTranslateDir ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, 
p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 9 
  .y.         group1  group2     n1    n2 statistic       p   p.adj 
p.adj.signif 
* <chr>       <chr>   <chr>   <int> <int>     <dbl>   <dbl>   <dbl> <chr>        
1 timeMapTra… Direct  Indire…    15    15       120 6.10e-5 1.83e-4 ***          
2 timeMapTra… Direct  Mixed      15    15        98 3.00e-2 3.00e-2 *            
3 timeMapTra… Indire… Mixed      15    15         0 2.00e-3 3.00e-3 **           
> wilcox_effsize(all, timeMapTranslateDir ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, 
p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 7 
  .y.                 group1   group2   effsize    n1    n2 magnitude 
* <chr>               <chr>    <chr>      <dbl> <int> <int> <ord>     
1 timeMapTranslateDir Direct   Indirect   0.880    15    15 large     
2 timeMapTranslateDir Direct   Mixed      0.557    15    15 large     
3 timeMapTranslateDir Indirect Mixed      0.860    15    15 large     
>  
>  
>  
> friedman_test(all, timeMapTranslateIndir ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.                       n statistic    df          p method        
* <chr>                 <int>     <dbl> <dbl>      <dbl> <chr>         
1 timeMapTranslateIndir    15      25.9     2 0.00000242 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(all, timeMapTranslateIndir ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.                       n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>                 <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 timeMapTranslateIndir    15   0.862 Kendall W large     
> wilcox_test(all, timeMapTranslateIndir ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, 
p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 9 
  .y.         group1  group2     n1    n2 statistic       p   p.adj 
p.adj.signif 
* <chr>       <chr>   <chr>   <int> <int>     <dbl>   <dbl>   <dbl> <chr>        
1 timeMapTra… Direct  Indire…    15    15         0 6.10e-5 1.83e-4 ***          
2 timeMapTra… Direct  Mixed      15    15         0 1.00e-3 2.00e-3 **           
3 timeMapTra… Indire… Mixed      15    15       114 8.54e-4 2.00e-3 **           
> wilcox_effsize(all, timeMapTranslateIndir ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, 
p.adj="holm")  
# A tibble: 3 x 7 
  .y.                   group1   group2   effsize    n1    n2 magnitude 
* <chr>                 <chr>    <chr>      <dbl> <int> <int> <ord>     
1 timeMapTranslateIndir Direct   Indirect   0.880    15    15 large     
2 timeMapTranslateIndir Direct   Mixed      0.873    15    15 large     
3 timeMapTranslateIndir Indirect Mixed      0.792    15    15 large     
>  
>  
>  
> friedman_test(all, timeTimeTranslateDir ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.                      n statistic    df          p method        
* <chr>                <int>     <dbl> <dbl>      <dbl> <chr>         
1 timeTimeTranslateDir    15      23.7     2 0.00000705 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(all, timeTimeTranslateDir ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.                      n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>                <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 timeTimeTranslateDir    15   0.791 Kendall W large     
> wilcox_test(all, timeTimeTranslateDir ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, 
p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 9 
  .y.         group1  group2     n1    n2 statistic       p   p.adj 
p.adj.signif 
* <chr>       <chr>   <chr>   <int> <int>     <dbl>   <dbl>   <dbl> <chr>        
1 timeTimeTr… Direct  Indire…    15    15       120 6.10e-5 1.83e-4 ***          
2 timeTimeTr… Direct  Mixed      15    15       100 2.20e-2 2.20e-2 *            
3 timeTimeTr… Indire… Mixed      15    15         0 2.00e-3 3.00e-3 **           
> wilcox_effsize(all, timeTimeTranslateDir ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, 
p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 7 
  .y.                  group1   group2   effsize    n1    n2 magnitude 
* <chr>                <chr>    <chr>      <dbl> <int> <int> <ord>     
1 timeTimeTranslateDir Direct   Indirect   0.880    15    15 large     
2 timeTimeTranslateDir Direct   Mixed      0.587    15    15 large     
3 timeTimeTranslateDir Indirect Mixed      0.860    15    15 large     
>  
>  
>  
> friedman_test(all, timeTimeTranslateIndir ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.                        n statistic    df          p method        
* <chr>                  <int>     <dbl> <dbl>      <dbl> <chr>         
1 timeTimeTranslateIndir    15      25.9     2 0.00000242 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(all, timeTimeTranslateIndir ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.                        n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>                  <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 timeTimeTranslateIndir    15   0.862 Kendall W large     
> wilcox_test(all, timeTimeTranslateIndir ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, 
p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 9 
  .y.         group1  group2     n1    n2 statistic       p   p.adj 
p.adj.signif 
* <chr>       <chr>   <chr>   <int> <int>     <dbl>   <dbl>   <dbl> <chr>        
1 timeTimeTr… Direct  Indire…    15    15         0 6.10e-5 1.83e-4 ***          
2 timeTimeTr… Direct  Mixed      15    15         0 1.00e-3 2.00e-3 **           
3 timeTimeTr… Indire… Mixed      15    15       111 2.00e-3 2.00e-3 **           
> wilcox_effsize(all, timeTimeTranslateIndir ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, 
p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 7 
  .y.                    group1   group2   effsize    n1    n2 magnitude 
* <chr>                  <chr>    <chr>      <dbl> <int> <int> <ord>     
1 timeTimeTranslateIndir Direct   Indirect   0.880    15    15 large     
2 timeTimeTranslateIndir Direct   Mixed      0.873    15    15 large     
3 timeTimeTranslateIndir Indirect Mixed      0.748    15    15 large     
>  
>  
>  
> friedman_test(all, timeMapRotateDir ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.                  n statistic    df        p method        
* <chr>            <int>     <dbl> <dbl>    <dbl> <chr>         
1 timeMapRotateDir    15      16.3     2 0.000291 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(all, timeMapRotateDir ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.                  n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>            <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 timeMapRotateDir    15   0.543 Kendall W large     
> wilcox_test(all, timeMapRotateDir ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 9 
  .y.            group1   group2     n1    n2 statistic     p p.adj 
p.adj.signif 
* <chr>          <chr>    <chr>   <int> <int>     <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <chr>        
1 timeMapRotate… Direct   Indire…    15    15        78 0.003 0.008 **           
2 timeMapRotate… Direct   Mixed      15    15        46 1     1     ns           
3 timeMapRotate… Indirect Mixed      15    15         0 0.004 0.008 **           
> wilcox_effsize(all, timeMapRotateDir ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, 
p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 7 
  .y.              group1   group2   effsize    n1    n2 magnitude 
* <chr>            <chr>    <chr>      <dbl> <int> <int> <ord>     
1 timeMapRotateDir Direct   Indirect  0.841     15    15 large     
2 timeMapRotateDir Direct   Mixed     0.0220    15    15 small     
3 timeMapRotateDir Indirect Mixed     0.816     15    15 large     
>  
>  
>  
> friedman_test(all, timeMapRotateIndir ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.                    n statistic    df       p method        
* <chr>              <int>     <dbl> <dbl>   <dbl> <chr>         
1 timeMapRotateIndir    15      10.5     2 0.00534 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(all, timeMapRotateIndir ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.                    n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>              <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 timeMapRotateIndir    15   0.349 Kendall W moderate  
> wilcox_test(all, timeMapRotateIndir ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 9 
  .y.             group1  group2     n1    n2 statistic     p p.adj 
p.adj.signif 
* <chr>           <chr>   <chr>   <int> <int>     <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <chr>        
1 timeMapRotateI… Direct  Indire…    15    15         0 0.014 0.043 *            
2 timeMapRotateI… Direct  Mixed      15    15         0 0.1   0.2   ns           
3 timeMapRotateI… Indire… Mixed      15    15        34 0.193 0.2   ns           
> wilcox_effsize(all, timeMapRotateIndir ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, 
p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 7 
  .y.                group1   group2   effsize    n1    n2 magnitude 
* <chr>              <chr>    <chr>      <dbl> <int> <int> <ord>     
1 timeMapRotateIndir Direct   Indirect   0.716    15    15 large     
2 timeMapRotateIndir Direct   Mixed      0.515    15    15 large     
3 timeMapRotateIndir Indirect Mixed      0.404    15    15 moderate  
>  
>  
>  
> friedman_test(all, timeTimeScaleDir ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.                  n statistic    df        p method        
* <chr>            <int>     <dbl> <dbl>    <dbl> <chr>         
1 timeTimeScaleDir    15      17.6     2 0.000148 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(all, timeTimeScaleDir ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.                  n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>            <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 timeTimeScaleDir    15   0.588 Kendall W large     
> wilcox_test(all, timeTimeScaleDir ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 9 
  .y.            group1   group2     n1    n2 statistic     p p.adj 
p.adj.signif 
* <chr>          <chr>    <chr>   <int> <int>     <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <chr>        
1 timeTimeScale… Direct   Indire…    15    15        78 0.003 0.008 **           
2 timeTimeScale… Direct   Mixed      15    15        48 0.889 0.889 ns           
3 timeTimeScale… Indirect Mixed      15    15         0 0.003 0.008 **           
> wilcox_effsize(all, timeTimeScaleDir ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, 
p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 7 
  .y.              group1   group2   effsize    n1    n2 magnitude 
* <chr>            <chr>    <chr>      <dbl> <int> <int> <ord>     
1 timeTimeScaleDir Direct   Indirect  0.841     15    15 large     
2 timeTimeScaleDir Direct   Mixed     0.0808    15    15 small     
3 timeTimeScaleDir Indirect Mixed     0.841     15    15 large     
>  
>  
>  
> friedman_test(all, timeTimeScaleIndir ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.                    n statistic    df         p method        
* <chr>              <int>     <dbl> <dbl>     <dbl> <chr>         
1 timeTimeScaleIndir    15      18.5     2 0.0000973 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(all, timeTimeScaleIndir ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.                    n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>              <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 timeTimeScaleIndir    15   0.616 Kendall W large     
> wilcox_test(all, timeTimeScaleIndir ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 9 
  .y.             group1  group2     n1    n2 statistic     p p.adj 
p.adj.signif 
* <chr>           <chr>   <chr>   <int> <int>     <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <chr>        
1 timeTimeScaleI… Direct  Indire…    15    15         0 0.002 0.005 **           
2 timeTimeScaleI… Direct  Mixed      15    15         0 0.181 0.181 ns           
3 timeTimeScaleI… Indire… Mixed      15    15        76 0.036 0.072 ns           
> wilcox_effsize(all, timeTimeScaleIndir ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, 
p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 7 
  .y.                group1   group2   effsize    n1    n2 magnitude 
* <chr>              <chr>    <chr>      <dbl> <int> <int> <ord>     
1 timeTimeScaleIndir Direct   Indirect   0.860    15    15 large     
2 timeTimeScaleIndir Direct   Mixed      0.446    15    15 moderate  
3 timeTimeScaleIndir Indirect Mixed      0.580    15    15 large     
>  
>  
>  
> friedman_test(all, TimeInspection ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.                n statistic    df         p method        
* <chr>          <int>     <dbl> <dbl>     <dbl> <chr>         
1 TimeInspection    15      22.5     2 0.0000128 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(all, TimeInspection ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.                n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>          <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 TimeInspection    15   0.751 Kendall W large     
> wilcox_test(all, TimeInspection ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 9 
  .y.        group1   group2     n1    n2 statistic       p   p.adj 
p.adj.signif 
* <chr>      <chr>    <chr>   <int> <int>     <dbl>   <dbl>   <dbl> <chr>        
1 TimeInspe… Direct   Indire…    15    15         0 6.10e-5 1.83e-4 ***          
2 TimeInspe… Direct   Mixed      15    15         0 6.10e-5 1.83e-4 ***          
3 TimeInspe… Indirect Mixed      15    15        69 6.39e-1 6.39e-1 ns           
> wilcox_effsize(all, TimeInspection ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 7 
  .y.            group1   group2   effsize    n1    n2 magnitude 
* <chr>          <chr>    <chr>      <dbl> <int> <int> <ord>     
1 TimeInspection Direct   Indirect   0.880    15    15 large     
2 TimeInspection Direct   Mixed      0.880    15    15 large     
3 TimeInspection Indirect Mixed      0.132    15    15 small     
>  
>  
>  
> friedman_test(all, TimeCamRotate ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.               n statistic    df     p method        
* <chr>         <int>     <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <chr>         
1 TimeCamRotate    15      4.13     2 0.127 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(all, TimeCamRotate ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.               n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>         <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 TimeCamRotate    15   0.138 Kendall W small     
> wilcox_test(all, TimeCamRotate ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 9 
  .y.           group1   group2      n1    n2 statistic     p p.adj 
p.adj.signif 
* <chr>         <chr>    <chr>    <int> <int>     <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <chr>        
1 TimeCamRotate Direct   Indirect    15    15        77 0.359 0.718 ns           
2 TimeCamRotate Direct   Mixed       15    15        94 0.055 0.166 ns           
3 TimeCamRotate Indirect Mixed       15    15        76 0.389 0.718 ns           
> wilcox_effsize(all, TimeCamRotate ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 7 
  .y.           group1   group2   effsize    n1    n2 magnitude 
* <chr>         <chr>    <chr>      <dbl> <int> <int> <ord>     
1 TimeCamRotate Direct   Indirect   0.249    15    15 small     
2 TimeCamRotate Direct   Mixed      0.499    15    15 moderate  
3 TimeCamRotate Indirect Mixed      0.235    15    15 small     
>  
>  
>  
> friedman_test(all, TimeCamTranslate ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.                  n statistic    df     p method        
* <chr>            <int>     <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <chr>         
1 TimeCamTranslate    15      1.73     2 0.420 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(all, TimeCamTranslate ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.                  n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>            <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 TimeCamTranslate    15  0.0578 Kendall W small     
>  
>  
>  
> friedman_test(all, TimeOther ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.           n statistic    df       p method        
* <chr>     <int>     <dbl> <dbl>   <dbl> <chr>         
1 TimeOther    15      12.1     2 0.00232 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(all, TimeOther ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.           n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>     <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 TimeOther    15   0.404 Kendall W moderate  
> wilcox_test(all, TimeOther ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 9 
  .y.       group1   group2      n1    n2 statistic       p   p.adj 
p.adj.signif 
* <chr>     <chr>    <chr>    <int> <int>     <dbl>   <dbl>   <dbl> <chr>        
1 TimeOther Direct   Indirect    15    15       114 8.54e-4 2.00e-3 **           
2 TimeOther Direct   Mixed       15    15       119 1.22e-4 3.66e-4 ***          
3 TimeOther Indirect Mixed       15    15        51 6.39e-1 6.39e-1 ns           
> wilcox_effsize(all, TimeOther ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 7 
  .y.       group1   group2   effsize    n1    n2 magnitude 
* <chr>     <chr>    <chr>      <dbl> <int> <int> <ord>     
1 TimeOther Direct   Indirect   0.792    15    15 large     
2 TimeOther Direct   Mixed      0.865    15    15 large     
3 TimeOther Indirect Mixed      0.132    15    15 small   

* ** * **
***H-M, H-P ***H-M **H-P 

> friedman_test(all, TimeManipsDir ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.               n statistic    df          p method        
* <chr>         <int>     <dbl> <dbl>      <dbl> <chr>         
1 TimeManipsDir    15      23.7     2 0.00000705 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(all, TimeManipsDir ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.               n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>         <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 TimeManipsDir    15   0.791 Kendall W large     
> wilcox_test(all, TimeManipsDir ~ Mode, paired=TRUE, p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 9 
  .y.        group1   group2     n1    n2 statistic       p   p.adj 
p.adj.signif 
* <chr>      <chr>    <chr>   <int> <int>     <dbl>   <dbl>   <dbl> <chr>        
1 TimeManip… Direct   Indire…    15    15       120 6.10e-5 1.83e-4 ***          
2 TimeManip… Direct   Mixed      15    15        94 5.50e-2 5.50e-2 ns           
3 TimeManip… Indirect Mixed      15    15         0 2.00e-3 3.00e-3 **           
> wilcox_effsize(all, TimeManipsDir ~ Mode, paired=TRUE, p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 7 
  .y.           group1   group2   effsize    n1    n2 magnitude 
* <chr>         <chr>    <chr>      <dbl> <int> <int> <ord>     
1 TimeManipsDir Direct   Indirect   0.880    15    15 large     
2 TimeManipsDir Direct   Mixed      0.499    15    15 moderate  
3 TimeManipsDir Indirect Mixed      0.860    15    15 large     
>  
>  
>  
> friedman_test(all, TimeManipsIndir ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.                 n statistic    df          p method        
* <chr>           <int>     <dbl> <dbl>      <dbl> <chr>         
1 TimeManipsIndir    15      25.9     2 0.00000242 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(all, TimeManipsIndir ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.                 n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>           <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 TimeManipsIndir    15   0.862 Kendall W large     
> wilcox_test(all, TimeManipsIndir ~ Mode, paired=TRUE, p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 9 
  .y.        group1  group2     n1    n2 statistic        p   p.adj 
p.adj.signif 
* <chr>      <chr>   <chr>   <int> <int>     <dbl>    <dbl>   <dbl> <chr>        
1 TimeManip… Direct  Indire…    15    15         0 0.000061 1.83e-4 ***          
2 TimeManip… Direct  Mixed      15    15         0 0.001    1.00e-3 **           
3 TimeManip… Indire… Mixed      15    15       117 0.000305 6.10e-4 ***          
> wilcox_effsize(all, TimeManipsIndir ~ Mode, paired=TRUE, p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 7 
  .y.             group1   group2   effsize    n1    n2 magnitude 
* <chr>           <chr>    <chr>      <dbl> <int> <int> <ord>     
1 TimeManipsIndir Direct   Indirect   0.880    15    15 large     
2 TimeManipsIndir Direct   Mixed      0.873    15    15 large     
3 TimeManipsIndir Indirect Mixed      0.836    15    15 large     
>  
>  
>  
> friedman_test(all, TimeManips ~ Mode | User) 
Error in eval(expr, envir, enclos) : object 'TimeManips' not found 
> friedman_test(all, TimeManip ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.           n statistic    df     p method        
* <chr>     <int>     <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <chr>         
1 TimeManip    15      1.73     2 0.420 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(all, TimeManip ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.           n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>     <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 TimeManip    15  0.0578 Kendall W small     
>  
>  
>  
>  
> mean(all[all$Mode=="Direct","TimeManipsDir"]) 
[1] 89.85189 
> sd(all[all$Mode=="Direct","TimeManipsDir"]) 
[1] 33.89726 
>  
> mean(all[all$Mode=="Mixed","TimeManipsDir"]) 
[1] 66.98772 
> sd(all[all$Mode=="Mixed","TimeManipsDir"]) 
[1] 61.54822 
>  
> mean(all[all$Mode=="Indirect","TimeManipsDir"]) 
[1] 0 
> sd(all[all$Mode=="Indirect","TimeManipsDir"]) 
[1] 0 
>  
>  
> mean(all[all$Mode=="Direct","TimeManipsIndir"]) 
[1] 0 
> sd(all[all$Mode=="Direct","TimeManipsIndir"]) 
[1] 0 
>  
> mean(all[all$Mode=="Mixed","TimeManipsIndir"]) 
[1] 23.71612 
> sd(all[all$Mode=="Mixed","TimeManipsIndir"]) 
[1] 23.72749 
>  
> mean(all[all$Mode=="Indirect","TimeManipsIndir"]) 
[1] 82.52941 
> sd(all[all$Mode=="Indirect","TimeManipsIndir"]) 
[1] 31.51146 
>  
>  
> mean(all[all$Mode=="Direct","TimeManip"]) 
[1] 89.85189 
> sd(all[all$Mode=="Direct","TimeManip"]) 
[1] 33.89726 
>  
> mean(all[all$Mode=="Mixed","TimeManip"]) 
[1] 90.70384 
> sd(all[all$Mode=="Mixed","TimeManip"]) 
[1] 63.2091 
>  
> mean(all[all$Mode=="Indirect","TimeManip"]) 
[1] 82.52941 
> sd(all[all$Mode=="Indirect","TimeManip"]) 
[1] 31.51146

> wilcox.test(all[all$Mode=="Mixed","timeMapTranslateDir"], all[all
$Mode=="Mixed","timeMapTranslateIndir"], paired=TRUE, p.adj="holm") 

 Wilcoxon signed rank test with continuity correction 

data:  all[all$Mode == "Mixed", "timeMapTranslateDir"] and all[all$Mode == 
"Mixed", "timeMapTranslateIndir"] 
V = 84, p-value = 0.05165 
alternative hypothesis: true location shift is not equal to 0 

Warning message: 
In wilcox.test.default(all[all$Mode == "Mixed", "timeMapTranslateDir"],  : 
  cannot compute exact p-value with zeroes 
>  
> wilcox.test(all[all$Mode=="Mixed","timeTimeTranslateDir"], all[all
$Mode=="Mixed","timeTimeTranslateIndir"], paired=TRUE, p.adj="holm") 

 Wilcoxon signed rank test with continuity correction 

data:  all[all$Mode == "Mixed", "timeTimeTranslateDir"] and all[all$Mode 
== "Mixed", "timeTimeTranslateIndir"] 
V = 75, p-value = 0.1673 
alternative hypothesis: true location shift is not equal to 0 

Warning message: 
In wilcox.test.default(all[all$Mode == "Mixed", 
"timeTimeTranslateDir"],  : 
  cannot compute exact p-value with zeroes 
>  
> wilcox.test(all[all$Mode=="Mixed","timeMapRotateDir"], all[all
$Mode=="Mixed","timeMapRotateIndir"], paired=TRUE, p.adj="holm") 

 Wilcoxon signed rank test with continuity correction 

data:  all[all$Mode == "Mixed", "timeMapRotateDir"] and all[all$Mode == 
"Mixed", "timeMapRotateIndir"] 
V = 51, p-value = 0.1197 
alternative hypothesis: true location shift is not equal to 0 

Warning message: 
In wilcox.test.default(all[all$Mode == "Mixed", "timeMapRotateDir"],  : 
  cannot compute exact p-value with zeroes 
>  
> wilcox.test(all[all$Mode=="Mixed","timeTimeScaleDir"], all[all
$Mode=="Mixed","timeTimeScaleIndir"], paired=TRUE, p.adj="holm") 

 Wilcoxon signed rank test with continuity correction 

data:  all[all$Mode == "Mixed", "timeTimeScaleDir"] and all[all$Mode == 
"Mixed", "timeTimeScaleIndir"] 
V = 78, p-value = 0.002526 
alternative hypothesis: true location shift is not equal to 0 

Warning message: 
In wilcox.test.default(all[all$Mode == "Mixed", "timeTimeScaleDir"],  : 
  cannot compute exact p-value with zeroes

> wilcox.test(all[all$Mode=="Direct","timeMapTranslateDir"], all[all
$Mode=="Indirect","timeMapTranslateIndir"], paired=TRUE, p.adj="holm") 

 Wilcoxon signed rank test 

data:  all[all$Mode == "Direct", "timeMapTranslateDir"] and all[all$Mode 
== "Indirect", "timeMapTranslateIndir"] 
V = 84, p-value = 0.1876 
alternative hypothesis: true location shift is not equal to 0 

> wilcox.test(all[all$Mode=="Direct","timeTimeTranslateDir"], all[all
$Mode=="Indirect","timeTimeTranslateIndir"], paired=TRUE, p.adj="holm") 

 Wilcoxon signed rank test 

data:  all[all$Mode == "Direct", "timeTimeTranslateDir"] and all[all$Mode 
== "Indirect", "timeTimeTranslateIndir"] 
V = 62, p-value = 0.9341 
alternative hypothesis: true location shift is not equal to 0 

> wilcox.test(all[all$Mode=="Direct","timeMapRotateDir"], all[all
$Mode=="Indirect","timeMapRotateIndir"], paired=TRUE, p.adj="holm") 

 Wilcoxon signed rank test with continuity correction 

data:  all[all$Mode == "Direct", "timeMapRotateDir"] and all[all$Mode == 
"Indirect", "timeMapRotateIndir"] 
V = 42, p-value = 0.8339 
alternative hypothesis: true location shift is not equal to 0 

Warning message: 
In wilcox.test.default(all[all$Mode == "Direct", "timeMapRotateDir"],  : 
  cannot compute exact p-value with zeroes 
> wilcox.test(all[all$Mode=="Direct","timeTimeScaleDir"], all[all
$Mode=="Indirect","timeTimeScaleIndir"], paired=TRUE, p.adj="holm") 

 Wilcoxon signed rank test with continuity correction 

data:  all[all$Mode == "Direct", "timeTimeScaleDir"] and all[all$Mode == 
"Indirect", "timeTimeScaleIndir"] 
V = 52, p-value = 1 
alternative hypothesis: true location shift is not equal to 0 

Warning message: 
In wilcox.test.default(all[all$Mode == "Direct", "timeTimeScaleDir"],  : 
  cannot compute exact p-value with zeroes
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> friedman_test(all, TimeMapTranslate ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.                  n statistic    df     p method        
* <chr>            <int>     <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <chr>         
1 TimeMapTranslate    15      2.53     2 0.282 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(all, TimeMapTranslate ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.                  n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>            <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 TimeMapTranslate    15  0.0844 Kendall W small     
>  
>  
> friedman_test(all, TimeTimeTranslate ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.                   n statistic    df     p method        
* <chr>             <int>     <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <chr>         
1 TimeTimeTranslate    15       1.6     2 0.449 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(all, TimeTimeTranslate ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.                   n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>             <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 TimeTimeTranslate    15  0.0533 Kendall W small     
>  
>  
> friedman_test(all, TimeMapRotate ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.               n statistic    df     p method        
* <chr>         <int>     <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <chr>         
1 TimeMapRotate    15      1.96     2 0.375 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(all, TimeMapRotate ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.               n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>         <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 TimeMapRotate    15  0.0654 Kendall W small     
>  
>  
> friedman_test(all, TimeTimeScale ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.               n statistic    df     p method        
* <chr>         <int>     <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <chr>         
1 TimeTimeScale    15     0.456     2 0.796 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(all, TimeTimeScale ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.               n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>         <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 TimeTimeScale    15  0.0152 Kendall W small 

�1

Fig. 8. The average distribution of the total task time across low-level
activities shows that manipulation times were very similar with Hand and
Pointer. The decomposition of Mixed manipulation times (upper row)
show that, in this mode, participants indeed combined the two metaphors,
but relied mostly on hand actions over controller actions.

prior VR experience. They unanimously preferred gestures for scaling
and rotating and pointers for marking and filtering.

Asked about their overall preferred modes, 9 out of 15 participants
chose being able to use both virtual hand gestures and the virtual
pointers. Five said they would rather use only the hands, while a single
user preferred the pointers. The 6 participants that did not prefer Mixed
stated that it was confusing and ultimately did more harm than good.

Comments from the free-form section confirmed these observations.
One participant mentioned that “movements were more fluid with the
virtual hands, but selections were much quicker and easier with the
rays”, while another stated that “manipulating with gestures was more
intuitive, natural, and easy to learn” but pointed out that “if the user
is very familiar with the system, manipulating with the pointing rays
could be quicker and demand less effort”. One suggested that, instead
of the automatic approach we adopted in Mixed, there could be an
explicit option for alternating between modes.

Multiple users mentioned the double-tapping action as the most
difficult. Even though we had tuned the recognition method, it was
often necessary to attempt it multiple times before being able to apply a
filter, while at other times, some unintended selections occurred. On the
other hand, marking with a single tap (after selecting this option on the
watch) required considerable attention to avoid unintended annotations.
Finally, some also suggested new features, such as cutting planes for
time comparisons and an option to reset the original data configuration.

5.5 Interactivity Patterns
Fig. 8 shows the average distribution of time in terms of different
low-level tasks across all users and tasks for all modes. This analysis
aims to objectively verify if the users’ behaviors while interacting with
the system match their stated preferences. Data manipulation tasks
included translation (spatial or temporal), rotation (spatial), and scaling
(spatial or temporal). Due to a logging issue, it was not possible to
specify times for map scalings. Thus, we included this component in
Other. Yet, we estimate this component to be similar in behavior to the
time scaling one, since both were triggered in very similar ways.

Our analysis indicates that the different modes did not affect the time
dedicated for each low-level manipulation. We did not find a significant
effect on the total manipulation time (χ2(2) = 1.7, p = .420, W = .05),
and pairwise comparisons between equivalent actions in Hand and
Pointer were always non-significant (p = .18 for map translations, .93
for time translations, .83 for map rotations, and 1 for time scaling).

Considering Mixed, users consistently combined both forms of inter-
action. Pointer manipulations were significantly less used in this mode
than in Pointer (p < .001, r = .84 = large), while hand actions were
non-significantly less used than in Hand (p = .055, r = .5 = large). Data
from Fig. 8 suggests that, when able to do either, participants opted to
rely on virtual hand actions relative to the center of the hands more than
on virtual pointers relative to a remote location. Pairwise comparisons
show that the use of both in Mixed was indeed significantly different for
scaling (p = .002). Differences in map translations (p = .051), rotations
(p = .119), and time translations (p = .167) were not significant.

Another noticeable difference is that when virtual pointers are avail-
able (Mixed and Pointer), we see a large increase in the number of
trajectory inspections and a decrease in Other. This is understandable
considering that in Hand the user has to move their finger closer to the
data to inspect (acting as a 3D cursor). With pointing rays, they are per-
manently inspecting intersected trajectories, often unintentionally. For
this reason, we do not consider this difference particularly insightful.

Finally, we also measured the frequency of use of both modes for
applying filters (double-tap vs. controller button) and adding marks
(button on the Virtual Smartwatch followed by tapping vs. controller
button) in the Mixed mode. Participants chose to use the virtual con-
troller buttons 72.4% of the time for filtering and 73.4% of the time for
marking, confirming the preferences stated in the previous section.

5.6 User, Hand, and Data Movements
Fig. 9 shows how the different modes affected user, data, and hand
movement. Here, we considered the avatar base object in Unity for the
user body movement metrics, to only account for larger displacements
such as walking. Despite the fact that the virtual ray pointers could
potentially afford at-a-distance interactions, we observed a very similar
amount of user translation (χ2(2) = 3.7, p = .155, W = .12) and rotation
(χ2(2) = 2.8, p = .247, W = .09) across modes. This is likely a result of
IA tasks requiring local inspections regardless of the interaction mode.

Nonetheless, we found significant differences in terms of data trans-
lations (χ2(2) = 6.5, p = .038, W = .22 = small) and rotations (χ2(2) =
10.5, p = .005, W = .35 = moderate). Users moved the dataset (in all
directions) significantly more with Pointer (avg 40.7 m during all tasks)
than with Hand (26.8 m) (p = .02, r = .67 = large), possibly due to
larger translations requiring less effort. On the other hand, they rotated
it (around the z axis) significantly less with Pointer (avg 33.2°) than
with both Hand (p = .01, r = .78 = large, avg 214°) and Mixed (p =
.042, r = .59 = large, avg 255.6°). This was likely due to the “steering
wheel” hand metaphor being more intuitive than using the controller
joystick. Note, however, that data rotations (always lower than 200°)
are negligible compared to user body rotations (over 5000°).

Finally, we also looked into how the different modes affect the
amount of hand movements. By avoiding gestures, Pointer significantly
reduced the demand for translating and rotating both hands, while
measures for Mixed were close to those for Hand (see Fig. 9 – bottom).

5.7 Correlations with User Characteristics
We computed Spearman rank correlations between 32 logged and
questionnaire-based metrics and two user characteristics: prior VR
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% LEFT VS RIGHT HAND ANALYSIS 
--- per mode and left vs right  ---- two factors and interactions, am i fucked with friedman?  just do pairwise tests per mode  
--- tasks acc or avg? 
LeftHandAccTranslation               -ok 
RightHandAccTranslation              -ok 
LeftHandAccRotation                  -ok  
RightHandAccRotation                 -ok 
DataAccSpaceTranslationLeftHand      -fail | ok in direct, only ok in indirect when in grabbingMode :( 
DataAccSpaceTranslationRightHand     -fail | ok in direct, only ok in indirect when in grabbingMode :( 
DataAccTimeTranslationLeftHand       -fail | ok in direct, only ok in indirect when in grabbingMode :( 
DataAccTimeTranslationRightHand      -fail | ok in direct, only ok in indirect when in grabbingMode :( 
NumUsesLeftHand                      -? | HandleTrajectorySelection ok, HandleAnnotation ok, HandleButtonPress counts direct but not indirect 
NumUsesRightHand                     -? | HandleTrajectorySelection ok, HandleAnnotation ok, HandleButtonPress counts direct but not indirect 

            
   
% DIRECT VS INDIRECT ACTIONS ANALYSIS 
--- tasks acc or avg?    
--- use to match with preferences 
usesDirActions                       -fail | filter + mark + main  - tainted by indirmain 
usesIndirActions                     -fail | how do i have a lot (avg 30) of this in direct mode? because of usesindirmain 
usesDirFilter                        -ok 
usesIndirFilter                      -ok 
usesDirMark                          -ok 
usesIndirMark                        -ok 
usesDirMain                          -fail | always = 0  
usesIndirMain                        -fail | = even larger in dir than in indir 
percentDirActions           
percentIndirActions       
percentDirFilter 
percentIndirFilter 
percentDirMark 
percentIndirMark 
percentDirMainm 
percentIndirMain 

% USER MOVEMENT ANALYSIS 
--- task avg or acc? 
BaseAccTranslation                   -ok | main 
BaseAccRotation                      -ok | main 
CameraAccVertTranslation             -ok 
CameraAccTranslation                 -ok 
CameraAccRotation                    -ok  
DataAccTranslation                   -ok? | crazy outlier 
DataAccRotation                      -ok? | outliers 

> friedman_test(all, BaseAccTranslation ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.                    n statistic    df     p method        
* <chr>              <int>     <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <chr>         
1 BaseAccTranslation    15      3.73     2 0.155 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(all, BaseAccTranslation ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.                    n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>              <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 BaseAccTranslation    15   0.124 Kendall W small     
>  
> friedman_test(all, BaseAccRotation ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.                 n statistic    df     p method        
* <chr>           <int>     <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <chr>         
1 BaseAccRotation    15       2.8     2 0.247 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(all, BaseAccRotation ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.                 n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>           <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 BaseAccRotation    15  0.0933 Kendall W small     
>  
> friedman_test(all, CameraAccVertTranslation ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.                          n statistic    df     p method        
* <chr>                    <int>     <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <chr>         
1 CameraAccVertTranslation    15      2.53     2 0.282 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(all, CameraAccVertTranslation ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.                          n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>                    <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 CameraAccVertTranslation    15  0.0844 Kendall W small     
>  
> friedman_test(all, CameraAccTranslation ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.                      n statistic    df      p method        
* <chr>                <int>     <dbl> <dbl>  <dbl> <chr>         
1 CameraAccTranslation    15      4.93     2 0.0849 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(all, CameraAccTranslation ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.                      n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>                <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 CameraAccTranslation    15   0.164 Kendall W small     
>  
> friedman_test(all, CameraAccRotation ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.                   n statistic    df      p method        
* <chr>             <int>     <dbl> <dbl>  <dbl> <chr>         
1 CameraAccRotation    15      5.73     2 0.0569 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(all, CameraAccRotation ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.                   n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>             <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 CameraAccRotation    15   0.191 Kendall W small  

> friedman_test(all, DataAccTranslation ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.                    n statistic    df      p method        
* <chr>              <int>     <dbl> <dbl>  <dbl> <chr>         
1 DataAccTranslation    15      6.53     2 0.0381 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(all, DataAccTranslation ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.                    n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>              <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 DataAccTranslation    15   0.218 Kendall W small     
> wilcox_test(all, DataAccTranslation ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 9 
  .y.             group1  group2     n1    n2 statistic     p p.adj 
p.adj.signif 
* <chr>           <chr>   <chr>   <int> <int>     <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <chr>        
1 DataAccTransla… Direct  Indire…    15    15        14 0.007 0.02  *            
2 DataAccTransla… Direct  Mixed      15    15        42 0.33  0.33  ns           
3 DataAccTransla… Indire… Mixed      15    15        94 0.055 0.111 ns           
> wilcox_effsize(all, DataAccTranslation ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, 
p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 7 
  .y.                group1   group2   effsize    n1    n2 magnitude 
* <chr>              <chr>    <chr>      <dbl> <int> <int> <ord>     
1 DataAccTranslation Direct   Indirect   0.675    15    15 large     
2 DataAccTranslation Direct   Mixed      0.264    15    15 small     
3 DataAccTranslation Indirect Mixed      0.499    15    15 moderate   
  
>  
>  
>  
> friedman_test(all, DataAccRotation ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.                 n statistic    df       p method        
* <chr>           <int>     <dbl> <dbl>   <dbl> <chr>         
1 DataAccRotation    15      10.5     2 0.00530 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(all, DataAccRotation ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.                 n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>           <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 DataAccRotation    15   0.349 Kendall W moderate  
> wilcox_test(all, DataAccRotation ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 9 
  .y.            group1   group2     n1    n2 statistic     p p.adj 
p.adj.signif 
* <chr>          <chr>    <chr>   <int> <int>     <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <chr>        
1 DataAccRotati… Direct   Indire…    15    15       100 0.003 0.01  **           
2 DataAccRotati… Direct   Mixed      15    15        38 0.625 0.625 ns           
3 DataAccRotati… Indirect Mixed      15    15        12 0.021 0.042 *            
> wilcox_effsize(all, DataAccRotation ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 7 
  .y.             group1   group2   effsize    n1    n2 magnitude 
* <chr>           <chr>    <chr>      <dbl> <int> <int> <ord>     
1 DataAccRotation Direct   Indirect  0.785     15    15 large     
2 DataAccRotation Direct   Mixed     0.0955    15    15 small     
3 DataAccRotation Indirect Mixed     0.595     15    15 large   
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> mean(all[all$Mode=="Direct","LeftHandAccTranslation"]) 
[1] 78.94947 
> mean(all[all$Mode=="Mixed","LeftHandAccTranslation"]) 
[1] 71.4747 
> mean(all[all$Mode=="Indirect","LeftHandAccTranslation"]) 
[1] 54.75478 
>  
> mean(all[all$Mode=="Direct","RightHandAccTranslation"]) 
[1] 121.3039 
> mean(all[all$Mode=="Mixed","RightHandAccTranslation"]) 
[1] 111.9285 
> mean(all[all$Mode=="Indirect","RightHandAccTranslation"]) 
[1] 75.02157 
>  
> sd(all[all$Mode=="Direct","LeftHandAccTranslation"]) 
[1] 21.85465 
> sd(all[all$Mode=="Mixed","LeftHandAccTranslation"]) 
[1] 41.80004 
> sd(all[all$Mode=="Indirect","LeftHandAccTranslation"]) 
[1] 25.95033 
>  
> sd(all[all$Mode=="Direct","RightHandAccTranslation"]) 
[1] 33.44648 
> sd(all[all$Mode=="Mixed","RightHandAccTranslation"]) 
[1] 69.20218 
> sd(all[all$Mode=="Indirect","RightHandAccTranslation"]) 
[1] 25.3698 

Success Exo

mean Direct Mixed Indirect

LH 16.18708 14.06836 9.968437

RH 24.96047 23.02688 15.19572

Success Exo

sd Direct Mixed Indirect

T1 3.712517 7.422414 4.450855

T2 7.721401 12.60294 3.95693

Hand Rotation
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> mean(all[all$Mode=="Direct","LeftHandAccRotation"]) 
[1] 16187.08 
> mean(all[all$Mode=="Mixed","LeftHandAccRotation"]) 
[1] 14068.36 
> mean(all[all$Mode=="Indirect","LeftHandAccRotation"]) 
[1] 9968.437 
>  
> mean(all[all$Mode=="Direct","RightHandAccRotation"]) 
[1] 24960.47 
> mean(all[all$Mode=="Mixed","RightHandAccRotation"]) 
[1] 23026.88 
> mean(all[all$Mode=="Indirect","RightHandAccRotation"]) 
[1] 15195.72 
>  
> sd(all[all$Mode=="Direct","LeftHandAccRotation"]) 
[1] 3712.517 
> sd(all[all$Mode=="Mixed","LeftHandAccRotation"]) 
[1] 7422.414 
> sd(all[all$Mode=="Indirect","LeftHandAccRotation"]) 
[1] 4450.855 
>  
> sd(all[all$Mode=="Direct","RightHandAccRotation"]) 
[1] 7721.401 
> sd(all[all$Mode=="Mixed","RightHandAccRotation"]) 
[1] 12602.94 
> sd(all[all$Mode=="Indirect","RightHandAccRotation"]) 
[1] 3956.93 
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> friedman_test(all, LeftHandAccTranslation ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.                        n statistic    df      p method        
* <chr>                  <int>     <dbl> <dbl>  <dbl> <chr>         
1 LeftHandAccTranslation    15      8.53     2 0.0140 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(all, LeftHandAccTranslation ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.                        n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>                  <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 LeftHandAccTranslation    15   0.284 Kendall W small     
> wilcox_test(all, LeftHandAccTranslation ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, 
p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 9 
  .y.         group1  group2     n1    n2 statistic       p   p.adj 
p.adj.signif 
* <chr>       <chr>   <chr>   <int> <int>     <dbl>   <dbl>   <dbl> <chr>        
1 LeftHandAc… Direct  Indire…    15    15       117 3.05e-4 9.15e-4 ***          
2 LeftHandAc… Direct  Mixed      15    15        84 1.88e-1 1.88e-1 ns           
3 LeftHandAc… Indire… Mixed      15    15        25 4.80e-2 9.60e-2 ns           
> wilcox_effsize(all, LeftHandAccTranslation ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, 
p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 7 
  .y.                    group1   group2   effsize    n1    n2 magnitude 
* <chr>                  <chr>    <chr>      <dbl> <int> <int> <ord>     
1 LeftHandAccTranslation Direct   Indirect   0.836    15    15 large     
2 LeftHandAccTranslation Direct   Mixed      0.352    15    15 moderate  
3 LeftHandAccTranslation Indirect Mixed      0.513    15    15 large     
>  
>  
>  
> friedman_test(all, RightHandAccTranslation ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.                         n statistic    df        p method        
* <chr>                   <int>     <dbl> <dbl>    <dbl> <chr>         
1 RightHandAccTranslation    15      17.7     2 0.000141 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(all, RightHandAccTranslation ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.                         n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>                   <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 RightHandAccTranslation    15   0.591 Kendall W large     
> wilcox_test(all, RightHandAccTranslation ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, 
p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 9 
  .y.         group1  group2     n1    n2 statistic       p   p.adj 
p.adj.signif 
* <chr>       <chr>   <chr>   <int> <int>     <dbl>   <dbl>   <dbl> <chr>        
1 RightHandA… Direct  Indire…    15    15       120 6.10e-5 1.83e-4 ***          
2 RightHandA… Direct  Mixed      15    15        90 9.50e-2 9.50e-2 ns           
3 RightHandA… Indire… Mixed      15    15        14 7.00e-3 1.30e-2 *            
> wilcox_effsize(all, RightHandAccTranslation ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, 
p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 7 
  .y.                     group1   group2   effsize    n1    n2 magnitude 
* <chr>                   <chr>    <chr>      <dbl> <int> <int> <ord>     
1 RightHandAccTranslation Direct   Indirect   0.880    15    15 large     
2 RightHandAccTranslation Direct   Mixed      0.440    15    15 moderate  
3 RightHandAccTranslation Indirect Mixed      0.675    15    15 large     
>  
>  
>  
> friedman_test(all, LeftHandAccRotation ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.                     n statistic    df       p method        
* <chr>               <int>     <dbl> <dbl>   <dbl> <chr>         
1 LeftHandAccRotation    15      12.1     2 0.00232 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(all, LeftHandAccRotation ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.                     n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>               <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 LeftHandAccRotation    15   0.404 Kendall W moderate  
> wilcox_test(all, LeftHandAccRotation ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, 
p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 9 
  .y.         group1  group2     n1    n2 statistic       p   p.adj 
p.adj.signif 
* <chr>       <chr>   <chr>   <int> <int>     <dbl>   <dbl>   <dbl> <chr>        
1 LeftHandAc… Direct  Indire…    15    15       119 1.22e-4 3.66e-4 ***          
2 LeftHandAc… Direct  Mixed      15    15        93 6.40e-2 6.40e-2 ns           
3 LeftHandAc… Indire… Mixed      15    15        17 1.20e-2 2.50e-2 *            
> wilcox_effsize(all, LeftHandAccRotation ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, 
p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 7 
  .y.                 group1   group2   effsize    n1    n2 magnitude 
* <chr>               <chr>    <chr>      <dbl> <int> <int> <ord>     
1 LeftHandAccRotation Direct   Indirect   0.865    15    15 large     
2 LeftHandAccRotation Direct   Mixed      0.484    15    15 moderate  
3 LeftHandAccRotation Indirect Mixed      0.631    15    15 large     
>  
>  
>  
> friedman_test(all, RightHandAccRotation ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.                      n statistic    df        p method        
* <chr>                <int>     <dbl> <dbl>    <dbl> <chr>         
1 RightHandAccRotation    15      15.6     2 0.000410 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(all, RightHandAccRotation ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.                      n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>                <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 RightHandAccRotation    15    0.52 Kendall W large     
> wilcox_test(all, RightHandAccRotation ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, 
p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 9 
  .y.         group1  group2     n1    n2 statistic       p   p.adj 
p.adj.signif 
* <chr>       <chr>   <chr>   <int> <int>     <dbl>   <dbl>   <dbl> <chr>        
1 RightHandA… Direct  Indire…    15    15       120 6.10e-5 1.83e-4 ***          
2 RightHandA… Direct  Mixed      15    15        81 2.52e-1 2.52e-1 ns           
3 RightHandA… Indire… Mixed      15    15        12 4.00e-3 9.00e-3 **           
> wilcox_effsize(all, RightHandAccRotation ~ Mode, paired = TRUE, 
p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 7 
  .y.                  group1   group2   effsize    n1    n2 magnitude 
* <chr>                <chr>    <chr>      <dbl> <int> <int> <ord>     
1 RightHandAccRotation Direct   Indirect   0.880    15    15 large     
2 RightHandAccRotation Direct   Mixed      0.308    15    15 moderate  
3 RightHandAccRotation Indirect Mixed      0.704    15    15 large     
>  

> wilcox.test(all[all$Mode=="Direct","LeftHandAccTranslation"],all[all
$Mode=="Direct","RightHandAccTranslation"], paired = TRUE, p.adj="holm") 

 Wilcoxon signed rank test 

data:  all[all$Mode == "Direct", "LeftHandAccTranslation"] and all[all
$Mode == "Direct", "RightHandAccTranslation"] 
V = 0, p-value = 6.104e-05 
alternative hypothesis: true location shift is not equal to 0 

> wilcox.test(all[all$Mode=="Mixed","LeftHandAccTranslation"],all[all
$Mode=="Mixed","RightHandAccTranslation"], paired = TRUE, p.adj="holm") 

 Wilcoxon signed rank test 

data:  all[all$Mode == "Mixed", "LeftHandAccTranslation"] and all[all$Mode 
== "Mixed", "RightHandAccTranslation"] 
V = 0, p-value = 6.104e-05 
alternative hypothesis: true location shift is not equal to 0 

> wilcox.test(all[all$Mode=="Indirect","LeftHandAccTranslation"],all[all
$Mode=="Indirect","RightHandAccTranslation"], paired = TRUE, p.adj="holm") 

 Wilcoxon signed rank test 

data:  all[all$Mode == "Indirect", "LeftHandAccTranslation"] and all[all
$Mode == "Indirect", "RightHandAccTranslation"] 
V = 0, p-value = 6.104e-05 
alternative hypothesis: true location shift is not equal to 0 

> wilcox.test(all[all$Mode=="Direct","LeftHandAccRotation"],all[all
$Mode=="Direct","RightHandAccRotation"], paired = TRUE, p.adj="holm") 

 Wilcoxon signed rank test 

data:  all[all$Mode == "Direct", "LeftHandAccRotation"] and all[all$Mode 
== "Direct", "RightHandAccRotation"] 
V = 1, p-value = 0.0001221 
alternative hypothesis: true location shift is not equal to 0 

> wilcox.test(all[all$Mode=="Mixed","LeftHandAccRotation"],all[all
$Mode=="Mixed","RightHandAccRotation"], paired = TRUE, p.adj="holm") 

 Wilcoxon signed rank test 

data:  all[all$Mode == "Mixed", "LeftHandAccRotation"] and all[all$Mode == 
"Mixed", "RightHandAccRotation"] 
V = 0, p-value = 6.104e-05 
alternative hypothesis: true location shift is not equal to 0 

> wilcox.test(all[all$Mode=="Indirect","LeftHandAccRotation"],all[all
$Mode=="Indirect","RightHandAccRotation"], paired = TRUE, p.adj="holm") 

 Wilcoxon signed rank test 

data:  all[all$Mode == "Indirect", "LeftHandAccRotation"] and all[all$Mode 
== "Indirect", "RightHandAccRotation"] 
V = 1, p-value = 0.0001221 
alternative hypothesis: true location shift is not equal to 0
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> friedman_test(all, CameraAccTranslation ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 6 
  .y.                      n statistic    df      p method        
* <chr>                <int>     <dbl> <dbl>  <dbl> <chr>         
1 CameraAccTranslation    15      4.93     2 0.0849 Friedman test 
> friedman_effsize(all, CameraAccTranslation ~ Mode | User) 
# A tibble: 1 x 5 
  .y.                      n effsize method    magnitude 
* <chr>                <int>   <dbl> <chr>     <ord>     
1 CameraAccTranslation    15   0.164 Kendall W small     
> wilcox_test(all, CameraAccTranslation ~ Mode, paired=TRUE,p.adj="holm") 
# A tibble: 3 x 9 
  .y.             group1  group2     n1    n2 statistic     p p.adj 
p.adj.signif 
* <chr>           <chr>   <chr>   <int> <int>     <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <chr>        
1 CameraAccTrans… Direct  Indire…    15    15        98 0.03  0.091 ns           
2 CameraAccTrans… Direct  Mixed      15    15        90 0.095 0.189 ns           
3 CameraAccTrans… Indire… Mixed      15    15        53 0.72  0.72  ns  
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Fig. 9. The different modes did not affect how much the users moved
around the virtual environment to accomplish the visualization tasks.
However, they affected data movement and hand movement demand.
Pointer made data translations easier but rotations less intuitive, and
required less hand translations and rotations by avoiding gestures. All
participants were right-handed. Error bars indicate standard deviations.
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Fig. 10. Correlations between variables and user characteristics might
indicate directions for further study. Each point represents a participant
(average of all modes). Gamers gave the system lower usability ratings
but were more successful in the tasks. Users without prior VR experience
rated physical demand very low and presence very high.

experience (from 1, none, to 5, very high) and gaming frequency (from
1, never, to 7, everyday). We considered both global averages per par-
ticipant and their results in each mode. Here, we highlight cases with
statistical significance [5]. Even though we cannot establish causality,
we believe this data can suggest directions for further study.

Gaming significantly correlated with four variables. We observed a
negative correlation with the average SUS usability scores (ρ = -.55, p
= .03), also seen without significance in both Hand (ρ = -.48, p = .07)
and Pointer (ρ = -.50, p = .056). Most non-gamers rated the system
high on usability, while gamers provided more distributed ratings (see
Fig. 10 – left). Thus, one hypothesis is that gamers are already used
to alternative forms of 3D interaction. On the other hand, gaming
positively correlated with success rate overall (ρ = .53, p = .04) and
in the Mixed mode (ρ = .58, p = .02). Unlike other participants, most
gamers answered all trials correctly (see Fig. 10 – center left), possibly
because those participants saw the tasks as missions and dedicated more
effort. Gaming also positively correlated with time spent using hands
for both time (overall: ρ = .65, p = .007 / Hand: ρ = .53, p = .04) and
map translations (overall: ρ = .5, p = .056 / Hand: ρ = .65, p = .007).

VR experience correlated mostly with the workload scores. In par-
ticular, it significantly correlated with reported physical workload (see
Fig. 10 – center right) in all modes: Hand (ρ = .68, p = .005), Pointer
(ρ = .60, p = .018), and Mixed (ρ = .68, p = .005). In the case of Hand,
it also correlated with mental workload (ρ = .57, p = .026 / all modes:
ρ = .46, p = .083) and the overall TLX score (ρ = .55, p = .031 / all
modes: ρ = .47, p = .073). At the same time, it correlated negatively
with the presence score (all modes: ρ = -.52, p = .046 / Hand: ρ =
-.53, p = .04 / Mixed: ρ = -.50, p = .058) (see Fig. 10 – right). One
hypothesis is that a “novelty effect” led less experienced participants to
underestimate the workload and overestimate presence.

6 DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss the takeaways from our study and poten-
tial questions regarding the generalizability of the findings and our
expectations for other approaches.

6.1 Findings and Takeaways
We did not identify significant differences between Hand and
Pointer in terms of task performance, workload, interactivity pat-
terns, or user movement. Results indicate that both designs, despite
their considerable differences, do not affect results of IA studies. In
fact, even the time spent with each low-level manipulation was very
similar in both. Nonetheless, our results do show differences in terms
of user preferences, the use of data translations and rotations, and hand
movement demand. Depending on which tasks will be most frequently
executed in an IA system, designers may prefer to favor one mode or
the other. Standard deviations were high for most metrics due to large
interpersonal variability in terms of abilities, preferences, and strategies
and also due to varying levels of difficulty among the trials.

Mixed interaction significantly reduced completion times over
Hand by 23% for one investigated task, but also slightly reduced
overall success rates by 5%. This time-efficiency trade-off partially
confirmed our hypothesis H1. The Where task was the most demand-
ing since it required searching the whole STC, and identifying the
time period of interest in the vertical grid was more challenging than
identifying a specific point on the map. The drop in success rates
was most likely due to unintended selections or marking done by par-
ticipants unaccustomed to the combination of techniques. Although
designers should consider this issue when implementing such solutions,
we believe that future refinements of the Mixed technique might also
overcome this disadvantage. Note that neither time nor success rate
differed significantly relative to the commonly-used Pointer mode.

Participants preferred to perform different low-level tasks in
different modes. This confirmed hypothesis H3 and, interestingly,
contradicted the notion that Hand would be more suited for local
interactions and Pointer for remote ones. According to their stated pref-
erences and recorded interactivity behaviors, users relied on intuitive
Hand interactions for manipulations such as rotation, translation, and
scaling, which could easily be performed remotely by pointing at the
walls or floor. Meanwhile, they preferred Pointer for filters, marking,
and system control due to its larger precision and easier access through
buttons, despite the first two actions often demanding proximity for
easier interaction and visual inspection. Participants were divided for
inspecting trajectories and answering mid-air questions.

Most users enjoyed the ability to change between modes depend-
ing on their needs. 9 out of 15 participants stated that they would
rather use the mixed mode than any of the other two individually. This
feedback is likely related to the different preferences discussed in the
previous topic and the trade-off between somewhat higher usability
but significantly larger hand movements in Hand. Interestingly, only
one participant preferred Pointer alone, even though this very common
approach afforded similar performance, workload, and usability.

Mixed interaction did not significantly increase workload or de-
crease system usability and task ease. Despite potentially increasing
system complexity by integrating two redundant forms of interaction,
we did not find significant differences for these metrics, confirming
H2. However, usability ratings were marginally-significantly higher for
Hand, which should be further investigated in future studies.

Participants reported only negligible sickness symptoms. De-
spite an average of 46 minutes of VR exposure, all interaction modes
resulted in very low SSQ scores. The use of dynamic FOV reduction
during any data movements and the high frame rate likely contributed
to this result, which is very promising for IA applications.

Participants preferred activating features on the Virtual Smart-
watches over learning more complex gestures. Only 2 participants
preferred filtering with double-taps (considered hard to execute by
most) over the controller buttons. Meanwhile, 7 out of 15 preferred
selecting an “ink” button on their smartwatches and then tapping a data
point over using a controller button—these were participants with no
to medium prior VR experience. This suggests that adding a similar
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watch button for filtering could be a promising direction (possibly as
an alternate for the double-tapping action, which some enjoyed). More-
over, the watches could also be used to activate additional functionality,
such as categorical, brush, or volume filters. However, it is important
to avoid overloading the watches, as deep menus and many alternatives
would inevitably slow down interaction. Even though we positioned the
smartwatches relative to the hands’ positions, without tracking wrists,
participants quickly learned how to operate them without hitting their
real arms due to misalignment, likely assisted by proprioception.

User performance and feedback may correlate with specific in-
dividual characteristics. An interesting side result of our study was
the observation of moderate but significant correlations between char-
acteristics, such as gaming habits and prior VR experience, with logged
and questionnaire-based metrics such as success rates, usability, work-
load, and presence. We believe further study is warranted to clarify this
relationship since, if confirmed, participant backgrounds could signifi-
cantly affect future study results. One limitation to be considered is that
our user group heavily skewed male, with only two female participants.

6.2 Generalizability and Perspectives
Are our findings generalizable to other data domains? We believe
that our STC environment is representative of many IA applications, as
it requires perceptual integration of the three data dimensions to extract
information and allows both ego- and exocentric perspectives. The eval-
uated tasks, while specific to the spatio-temporal domain, correspond to
simple information-seeking activities along all data dimensions. These
are necessary for any 3D visualization that uses spatial dimensions to
encode information. Moreover, for any 3D visualization, the required
manipulations to accomplish information-seeking tasks are similar to
those needed in the STC. Even though we restricted rotations around
arbitrary axes, these can be easily added to both Hand (using the vector
between both hands as reference) and Pointer (using the plane perpen-
dicular to the ray as reference). Since 14 out of 15 participants already
preferred virtual hand rotations in our study, there is no reason to expect
that this would be different in this more complex scenario, where the
use of the virtual hands would likely be even more intuitive.

It could also be argued that movement trajectories are difficult to
select with a virtual finger or ray pointer, due to their small diame-
ters or difficulties in depth perception. Nonetheless, we believe this
is a common characteristic of most IA applications, including graphs,
scatterplots, and parallel coordinates, either due to the scale of visual-
ized data or the characteristics of the visual representation, especially
as the data density increases. Yet, we acknowledge that each data
domain has particular analysis requirements. We believe that repre-
sentations without reference axes or planes, e.g., 3D scatterplots and
graphs, would need even more local manipulations. However, even
in that case, pointer interaction would still assist quick and accurate
selection and to manage multiple representations in the same IVE.

Are our findings generalizable to higher volumes of data? For
higher data volumes, navigation through translating and rotating to
obtain different points of view or scaling around regions of interest
continues to be necessary. Though individual filters and marks would
be less likely in such a scenario, all approaches could be extended with
local and at-a-distance brushing mechanisms.

Could other variables not included in our experiment design
lead to differences between interaction modes? The main concep-
tual difference between virtual hand and pointer is that, in the former,
interactions are performed locally with respect to the hands’ positions,
while in the latter, they are performed with respect to a remotely indi-
cated point. For this reason, interaction distance is a variable that might
influence the choice of mode. We decided not to investigate it in our
study, e.g., by forcing participants to stay at a given distance, because
we believe that looking at data details in IA inherently demands local
inspection for most tasks. Moreover, fixing distances would result in
an unrealistic scenario, while we intended to observe user preferences
and performance during realistic information-seeking tasks.

Other potential variables include the environment size and the user
posture (e.g., seated instead of walking), which can make physically
moving around uncomfortable or impossible. Even though manipula-

tion could be used to bring the data closer to the user, these differences
could potentially favor Hand or Pointer, depending on the circum-
stances, which should be verified in a follow-up.

Could observed differences be due to implementation choices?
Our interaction design was based on common VR systems, such as
Oculus Home, and prior IA research [2, 49, 52]. We believe it was
successful in reproducing typical virtual hand and pointer approaches
and in combining them. The high usability scores for the three environ-
ments support this argument. Also, we spent significant effort to ensure
that they were comparable by always allowing equivalent manipula-
tions. The only interaction which might have skewed user preferences
was the double-tap, which required precision and was challenging for
many.

How would a controller visible for local interaction compare?
Some of the user-preferred actions in Pointer were based on the use
of controller buttons, e.g., to filter or mark data points, which was
not possible in Hand. The approach adopted by ImAxes [13] benefits
from having all controller features permanently visible for local bi-
manual interaction. We could enable rotation and scaling actions by
simultaneously pressing triggers on both controllers. Whether the
intuitiveness and usability of such actions would be similar to virtual
hands is a topic for future work. Another alternative is a seamless
approach to hide and show the controllers without virtual pointers, but
this would not afford the combined workflows mentioned above.

How can future technological advancements change our re-
sults? More accurate tracking of user hands and arms could potentially
help the Hand mode, e.g., for more precise positioning of the Virtual
Smartwatches. A hands-free mixed interaction framework would re-
quire defining specific actions to grab remote points, likely through a
closed fist with a pointed finger. Even though the watches were well-
received and afford easy access to system controls, other approaches
would be required for selecting targets, e.g., pointing and voice input.

Would preference trends change with more training or constant
usage? We believe it is reasonable to assume that virtual pointer
manipulation could become more frequently used, given its lower hand
movement demand and the fact that the participants would become
more familiar with its controls. Moreover, our data suggest that more
experienced participants tend to notice the physical workload more. In
fact, this is one of the strengths of the mixed approach since it enables
both forms of interaction, depending on convenience.

7 CONCLUSION

In this work, we demonstrated that both virtual hand and virtual pointer
are efficient forms of interaction in IA without significant differences
in performance, workload, or interactivity patterns. This suggests
that current results in IA are not significantly affected by the specific
metaphor used. Furthermore, as users preferred different modes for
different low-level tasks, designers can choose interactions that favor
tasks they prioritize. Our concept of Virtual Smartwatches can help
users easily access relevant features without obstructing the view of the
data and without memorizing controller-specific button assignments.

Users preferred a mixed mode over the other two individually, and
results indicate it can help lower task times without increasing workload
or decreasing usability. We believe this shows that integrating different
forms of interaction is not only helpful but necessary for IA to overcome
the limitations of specific input methods. Being able to seamlessly
switch between local and remote manipulations in hands-free contexts
will be a particular challenge as new tracking technologies emerge.

Future work includes evaluating other selection metaphors, e.g.,
virtual controllers for local interaction, or pen controllers [4, 39], and
evaluating the same approach in different usage environments, e.g.,
seated instead of walking or in other data domains.
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